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PAID TAx PREPARERS, USED CAR
DEALERS, REFUND ANTICIPATION
LOANS, AND THE EARNED INCOME
TAx CREDIT: THE NEED To REGULATE
TAx RETURN PREPARERS AND
PROVIDE MORE FREE ALTERNATIVES
DansheraCordst
INTRODUCTION
In 2004, almost 60 percent of all taxpayers used paid preparers to
complete their tax returns,' which means tens of millions of taxpayers
paid to determine their tax liability.2 The percentage of taxpayers

tAssociate Professor of Law, Capital University Law School. I would like to thank
Courtney Sparks-White for her invaluable research assistance. Any errors are my own. I would
also like to thank Capital University Law School for its financial support.
IJOEL SLEMROD & JON BAKIJA, TAXING OURSELVES: A CITIZEN'S GUIDE TO THE
DEBATE OVER TAxES 161, 326 n.9 (4th ed. 2008) (citing IRS Statistics of Income released in
Winter 2007 identify'ing 59.3 percent of 2004 returns as bearing the signature of a paid return
preparer). The number of returns prepared by paid preparers increases every year. Id. at 3-4,
311 n.6. In 2001, over 72 million taxpayers used paid preparers to complete their tax returns, a
number that had increased each year for over twenty years. 1d; see also I.R.S., Statistics of
Income Division, Statistics of Income Bulletin: Historical Tables and Appendixv, tbl. 22a,
available at http://www.irs.gov/taxstats/article/0,,id-1 15033,00.htrl (showing the number of
taxpayers receiving assistance between 2000 and 2006). In addition, as will be discussed below,
some returns prepared by a paid preparer may not actually be signed by the preparer, despite the
requirement that the preparer sign the return, so the actual number is likely higher than the
number bearing the signature of a paid preparer.
2 U.S. GEN.
ACCOUNTING OFFICE, GAO-04-70, TAX ADMINISTRATION: MOST
TAXPAYERS BELIEVE THEY BENEFIT FROM PAID TAX PREPARERS, BUT OVERSIGHT FOR IRS IS A
CHALLENGE 1 (2003), available at http://www.gao.gov/new.items/dG470.pdf.
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using paid preparers increased to about 73 percent for taxpayers
claiming the Earned Income Tax Credit ("EITC") in 2006.~
The cost to taxpayers of using paid return preparers is significant.
In 2000, taxpayers spent about $14.7 billion on tax return
preparation. 4 Because most taxpayers use paid tax preparers there
should be some means by which to ensure that tax preparation
services are of high quality.5 Currently, many return preparers are
unlicensed and unregulated.
Many taxpayers likely would be surprised to learn that this is a
largely unregulated industry in which car dealers, appliance stores,
travel agents, contractors, furniture stores, and massage parlors in
most states have just as much right to prepare tax returns as those
trained to prepare tax returns: certified public accountants ("CPAs"),
lawyers, enrolled agents,6 and volunteer income tax preparers. Many
unlicensed preparers not only prepare returns, but also offer ancillary
services and financial products including electronic filing, refunrd
anticipation loans ("RALs"), refund anticipation checks ("RACs"),
and check cashing services for the unbanked, which are regulated by
the Treasury. However, adding those services to a paid return
preparer's menu of available services does not significantly increase
7
the amount of regulation or oversight.
As many as half of all paid preparers are not CPAs, lawyers, or
enrolled agents.8 These unlicensed, unregulated preparers are referred
31

NAT'L

TAXPAYER

ADVOCATE,

I.R.S,

2008

ANNUAL

423
(2009), available at http://www.irs.gov/advocate/
REPORT TO CONGRESS
article/0,,id-202276,00.html (citing 2006 IRS return data). Another 22 percent of taxpayers
purchase software to assist them in preparing their tax returns. Id. at viii.
4
U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, GAO-03-6 lOT, MOST TAXPAYERS BELIEVE THEY
BENEFIT, BUT SOME ARE POORLY SERVED, 1 (2003), available at http://www.gao.gov/

new.items/d03610t.pdf.
5See, e.g., 1 NAT'L TAXPAYER ADVOCATE, 2008 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS, supra
note 3, at 423; Stephen D. Holt, Keeping It in Context: Earned Income Tax Credit Compliance
and Treatment of the Working Poor, 6 CONN. PUB. INT. L.J. 183, 199 (2007); see also infra Part
I.6 An enrolled agent is permitted to practice before the IRS. Under Circular 230:
The Director of the Office of Professional Responsibility may grant enrollment as an
enrolled agent to an applicant who demonstrates special competence in tax matters
by written examination administered by, or administered under the oversight of, the
Director of the Office of Professional Responsibility and who has not engaged in any
conduct that would justify the censure, suspension, or disbarment of any practitioner
under the provisions of this part.
Circular 230, § 10.4(a), 31 C.F.R. pt. 10. Enrolled agents may represent clients in all
matters before the IRS.
7See infra Part IV.
81 NAT'L TAXPAYER ADVOCATE, 2008 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS, supra note 3, at
423. As noted by Professor Leslie Book, it is not possible to determine with any degree of
precision exactly how many unenrolled preparers there are. Leslie Book, Increasing Preparer
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to as unenrolled preparers. The primary oversight of unenrolled return
preparers is imposed by state consumer protection laws, except in the
few states that impose licensing and regulation on return preparers. 9
Unfortunately, many consumers do not realize that their tax preparer
is neither licensed nor subject to professional regulation.
Recent legislative and regulatory proposals1 0 and government
reports'" recommend changes to the way that paid return preparers
are treated, the ability of tax preparers to share taxpayer information
with lenders for purposes of facilitating RALs, and the benefits
of additional free tax preparation resources. Each of these
recommendations has merit, but alone will not resolve the problems
faced by taxpayers relying on paid preparers, especially taxpayers
who also rely on the EITC. A combination of increased training
and regulation of paid preparers, increased taxpayer education,
and the provision of increased free tax preparation services would
provide the most benefit to taxpayers, especially those in the middleand low-income groups who need the most assistance.
The frequent use of paid preparers by low-income taxpayers,
coupled with lax oversight of tax preparers beyond that provided by
state consumer protection laws, results in a potentially lost
opportunity to oversee those in the best position to help ensure
compliance with the largest federal anti-poverty program, the EITC.
More data is needed regarding the information that return
preparers provide and the incentives that the return preparers actually
have to encourage compliant or noncompliant taxpayer behavior.'12 In
addition, some return preparers are not primarily in the business of
return preparation, but offer that service as an ancillary to their
primary business, which may be selling cars, appliances, travel,
furniture, liquor, or any other good or service. The offers of tax return

Responsibility, Visibility and Competence, in 2 NAT'L TAXPAYER ADVOCATE, 2008 ANNUAL
REPORT To CONGRESS, supra note 3, at 74, 78.
9See infra notes 140-141 and accompanying text.
10 Legislative Recommendation # 11: The Time Has Come to Regulate Federal Tax
Return Preparers, in I NAT'L TAXPAYER ADVOCATE, 2008 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS,
supra note 3, at 423; Legislative Recommendation # 12: Refund Delivery Options, in 1 NAT'L
TAXPAYER ADVOCATE, 2008 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS, supra note 3, at 427; Guidance
Regarding Marketing of Refund Anticipation Loans (RALs) and Certain Other Products in
Connection With the Preparation of a Tax Return, 73 Fed. Reg. 1131 (proposed Jan. 7, 2008) (to
be codified at 26 C.F.R. pt. 301).
11 TREASURY INSPECTOR GEN. FOR TAX ADMIN., U.S. DEP'T OF THE TREASURY, MANY
TAXPAYERS WHO OBTAIN REFUND ANTICIPATION LOANS COULD BENEFIT FROM FREE TAX
PREPARATION SERVICES (2008), available at http://www.ustreas.gov/tigta/auditreports/
2008reports/200840 170fr.pdf (recommending study of the use of IRS resources to ensure more
taxpayer education about free taxpayer assistance resources).
12 See Book, supra note 8, at 74.
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preparation and RALs are used as a means to ensure that low-income
clientele can afford to purchase the seller's goods or services.
Because much of the profit from these services comes from EITC
recipients, tax dollars intended to help low-income taxpayers escape
poverty are being transferred to paid preparers and away from
taxpayers in need. The inherent potential for abuse suggests the need
for greater oversight.' 3 Paid tax preparers are not the only option
available to taxpayers who need help completing their tax returns.
Research indicates that paid preparers do not always explain lower
cost alternatives, explain the alternatives well, or fully explain all of
the costs associated with the return and ancillary financial products
and services, including RALs.' Taxpayers use paid preparers for a
variety of reasons, including their failure to understand the tax laws
and the hope that a paid tax preparer will help them obtain a larger or
faster refuind.'15 In addition, many middle- and low-income taxpayers
6
do not realize that there are free alternatives to paid preparers.'1
Although most taxpayers understand that RALs are loans, many lowincome taxpayers need their refuinds quickly, and those who fail to
understand the nature of the transaction may believe, based on
advertising slogans like "money now"'17 or "rapid refuind," 18 that the
ancillary services marketed by paid preparers will result in their
receiving their refund more quickly.'19
Because many in Congress believe that fraud is rampant in the
EITC, significant resources are devoted to reduce EITC
noncompliance and harsh sanctions are imposed on taxpayers
discovered to have erroneously or fraudulently claimed the EITC.2
Resources that have been devoted to auditing EITC recipients exceed

13

Id. at 88.

CHI CHI WU & JEAN ANN Fox, PICKING TAXPAYERS' POCKETS, DRAINIG TAX REIEF
DOLLARS: REFUND ANTICIPATION LOANS STILL SLICING INTO LOW-INCOME AMERICANS'
HARD-EARNED TAX REFUNDS: THE NCLC/CFA 2005 REFUND ANTICIPATION LOAN REPORT
14

7-8 (2005), http://www.consumerfed.org/pdfs/2005_RALReport.pdf.
15 U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, supra note 2, at 7-8.
16 TREASURY INSPECTOR GEN. FOR TAX ADMIN., supra note 11, at 3, 11 (finding that a
majority of respondents would have qualified for free tax assistance, but that 81 percent of the
respondents to a 2008 survey of taxpayers who applied for RALs did not know about free tax
preparation services).
'7 See Jackson Hewitt Tax Service, http://www.jacksonhewitt.coni/ (last visited Feb. 17,
2009). Jackson Hewitt calls its RAL program a Money Now Loan. Id
18 See H&R Block, http://www.hrblock.com/ (last visited Feb. 17, 2009). H&R Block
refers to its RAL program as a Rapid Refund Loan. Id.
19TREASURY INSPECTOR GEN. FOR TAX ADMIN., supra note 11.
20 Leslie Book, The IRS's EITC Compliance Regime: Taxpayers Caught in the Net, 81
OR. L. REv. 351, 415 n.215, 426 (2002) [hereinafter Book, Taxpayers Caught]. See generally
Lawrence Zelenak, Tax or Welfare? The Administration of the Earned Income Tax Credit, 52
UCLA L. REv. 1867 (2007).
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the number of dollars that are at stake, when considered in relation to
their share of the tax gap.2
This Article advocates increased regulation of tax return preparers
and disclosure. More complete disclosures would reduce the number
of RALs and thereby reduce the resources that must be allocated to
EITC compliance, which will help improve both tax compliance and
the situation of low-income taxpayers. This Article argues that
consistent regulation of paid preparers and greater oversight of RALs,
coupled with increased simplification of the EITC, should reduce
EITC noncompliance. This Article concludes that rather than
devoting additional resources to EITC enforcement, the government
should direct more resources to providing greater oversight of return
preparers and increase education about and availability of free return
preparation alternatives. Redirecting resources in this way might have
a greater effect on accurate tax reporting, a better result than
collecting very small sums from low-income individuals-whose
noncompliance may be a result in many cases of taxpayers' failure to
understand very complex rules.
Part I of this Article will discuss the EITC generally, including
eligibility for the credit, receipt of the credit, noncompliance, and use
of the credit. Part 11 will discuss paid preparers, their regulation and
training, and the quality of the returns that they provide to taxpayers.
Part III will discuss the relationship between paid return preparers and
low-income taxpayers, including the incentives and conflicts facing
each, as well as various proposals to increase preparer oversight. Part
IV will discuss the current oversight of the EITC, changes that could
be made, and the impact that each of these has on the tax gap.
The next section will discuss the EITC generally.

21 See
I.R.S.,
TAX
YEAR
2001
FEDERAL
TAX
GAP
(2006),
http://www&.irs.ustreas.gov/pub/irs-ut/taxgap02l4O6.pdf. The gross tax gap, estimated at $345
billion is broken down into three categories, nonfiling, underreporting, and underpayment,
which are valued at $27 billion, $285 billion, and $33 billion, respectively. Id. The EITC
overclaims; are included in underreporting, which is further broken down into four categories,
individual income tax, employment tax, corporate income tax, and estate & excise taxes, valued
at $197 billion, $54 billion, $30 billion, and $4 billion, respectively. Id. Individual income tax
includes underreported non-business income, valued at $56 billion in tax liability, underreported
business income, valued at $109 billion in tax liability, and overstated adjustments, deductions,
exemptions, and credits, valued at $32 billion. Id Some of this gross tax gap will be collected,
through IRS enforcement efforts, leaving the net tax gap, or the difference between taxes owed
and taxes paid. Id; see also Eric Toder, What is the Tax Gap, 117 TAX NOTES 367 (2007)
(discussing the meaning of the tax gap and the methods that the IRS uses to measure the tax
gap).
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1. EARNED INCOME TAx CREDIT
A. Generally

When adopted in 1975 as a one-year credit, 22 the EITC was
intended to give social security and self-employment taxes back to
low-income wage earners and self-employed persons.2 When the
EITC was made permanent in 1978,2 the credit was expanded with
the addition of an advanced payment option that allowed recipients to
receive a portion of the credit ratably throughout the year.2 Unlike
most tax credits, from its inception, the EITC has been a refundable
credit, allowing recipients to receive a refund to the extent that the

credit exceeds the recipient's tax liability. 26

The EITC has never been simple to calculate, because it is based
on income and the presence of qualifying children. Initially, the IRS
calculated the EITC for taxpayers who had not claimed the credit and
then notified and paid the credit to eligible taxpayers. 7 In 1992, after
the IRS determined that 600,000 eligible taxpayers had failed to claim
the EITC, the IRS recalculated these taxpayers' tax liabilit/28 and sent
refunds consistent with its calculations. Later analysis showed that the
IRS incorrectly awarded the EITC to about 270,000 of those
taxpayers . 29 That the IRS could incorrectly determine that so many
taxpayers were eligible for the EITC helps to illustrate the challenges
that taxpayers face in determining their own EITC eligibility.
22 Tax Reduction Act of 1975, Pub. L. No. 94-12, sec. 204, § 43, 89 Stat. 26, 30-32
(codified as amended in scattered sections of 26 U. S.C.). The EITC, an alternative to President
Richard Nixons's proposed Family Assistance Plan, was proposed in 1972 by Senator Russell
Long. Jane Gravelle & Jennifer Gravelle, Taxing Poor Families The Evolution of Treatment
Under the FederalIncome Tax, 7 CONN. PUa. INT. L.J. 191, 194-195 (2008); see also Dennis J.
ventry, Jr., Welfare By Any Other Name: Tax Transfers and The EITC, 56 Am. U. L. REV. 1261,
1261-63, 1269 n.30 (2007).
23 S. REP. No. 94-36, at 33 (1975), as reprintedin 1975 U.S.C.C.A.N. 54, 84 (explaining
rationale for the law).
24 Revenue Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-600, sec. 103, 92 Stat. 2763, 2771 (codified as
amended at 26 U.S.C. 42 note and 26 U.S.C. 43 note).
25 Revenue Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-600, sec. 105, § 3507, 92 Stat. 2763, 2773-76
(codified as amended at 26 U.S.C. §3507 (2000)).
26 I.R.C. § 32(a) (West Supp. 2008).
27 George K. Yin et al., Improving the Delivery of Benefits to the Working Poor:
Proposals to Reform the EarnedIncome Tax Credit Program, I1IAm. J. TAX POL'Y 225, 233
(1994).
28 Id at 249; Timothy J. Eifler, Comment, The Earned Income Tax Credit as a Tax
Expenditure: An Alternative to Traditional Welfare Reform, 28 U. RICH. L. REv. 701, 711
(1994).
29 Yin et al., supra note 27, at 249. Approximately $175 million of these payments were
erroneous. Id. (citing U.S. GOVTr ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO/GGD-92-132, TAX
ADMINISTRATION: IRS's 1992 FILING SEASON WAS SUCCESSFUL BUT NOT WITHOUT
PROBLEMS 4-6 (1992)).
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Over the past thirty years, the EITC program has experienced
several major changes that have dramatically increased the size of the
program, increasing its importance as a component of the federal
government's anti-poverty program, and attempting to improve the
program's compliance rate.3 In 2002, the EITC lifted more than five
3
million people out of poverty, over half of whom were children. 1
Without the EITC, approximately 60 percent of its recipients would
continue to live below the poverty line.3
The primary beneficiaries of the EITC are single-earnier
households, whether married couples with one wage earner or single
parents, with two qualifying children; families with more children do
not receive additional benefits.3 Families with more or less than two
qualifying children may be eligible for the EITC, but because of the
income phaseouts, the credit amount is less likely to be adequate to
increase the family income above the poverty line. 34 Moreover, even
with recent changes, the EITC has a marriage penalty and the income
level at which the phaseouts begin is not doubled for married
couples.3
The EITC is very cost efficient compared to many other direct
benefit programs. Although estimates of the program's administrative
costs vary, its implementation by the U.S. Treasury is generally

See generally Yin et al., supra note 27, at 230-35.
Fred Brooks, Daniel Russell & Robert Fisher, ACORN's Accelerated Income
Redistribution Project: A Program Evaluation, 16 REs. ON Soc. WoRK PRACTICE 369, 370
(2006). It has been asserted that a benefit of the EITC program is that it spreads its cost over
taxpayers generally, as opposed to being imposed on employers, which would be the case in an
increase in the minimum wage. See, e.g., Jonathan Banry Forman, Expanding the Earned
Income Credit to Help the Working Poor, 40 TAx NoTEs 851, 855 (1988) [hereinafter Forman,
Expanding the EIC]; Jonathan Barry Forman, Improving the Earned Income Credit: Transition
to a Wage Subsidy Credit for the Working Poor, 16 FLA. ST. U. L. REv. 41, 74-75 (1988)
[hereinafter Forman, Wage Subsidy]; Michael W. Mills, Note, A Move Toward Responsible
Capitalism: Extending and Modifying the Earned Income Tax Credit, 24 RuTGERs L.J. 57 1,
578-80 (1993).
32 Brooks et al., supra note 3 1, at 370.
13 See Mills, supra note 3 1, at 587-88.
34 Id at 585-88. Some proposals have included extending the credit to all children,
allowing every child living in poverty to have the same amount of credit. Id at 585-90
(advocating such a change). However, some have argued that the limits on the number of
qualifyiing children may be intentional-to deter low-income families from having more
children to receive more benefits. Id at 588. Such increased credits would also increase the cost
of the program. Id. at 588-90.
35 See I.R.C. § 32(b)(2)(B) (West Supp. 2008). To relieve some of the marriage penalty,
the American Recovery and Relief Act of 2009 provides a $5,000 increase in the Adjusted
Gross Income ("AGI") at which the phaseout begins for EITC recipients whose filing status is
married filing jointly in 2009 and 20 10. American Recovery and Relief Act of 2009, Pub. L. No.
111-5, § 1002, 123 Stat. 115, available at http://thomas.loc.gov/homeapprop/app09.htm1f (§
1002 "Temporary Increase in Earned Income Tax Credit").
30
3'
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estimated to cost much less than similar direct benefit programs. 36
Most estimates put the cost between 1 and 1.85 percent of total
program costs or benefits paid.3 The EITC participation rates also
appear to exceed most direct benefit programs, with participation
rates estimated to be between 75 and 90 percent . 38 However, to
receive the EITC, an individual or family must prepare and file a tax
return, even if they otherwise would not have a filing obligation.3
The tax filing requirement increases the number of tax returns filed,
as many EITC recipients would not otherwise have a filing
requirement.
Despite its success, the EITC is still vulnerable to several
criticisms. First, it does not help all the working poor. Limitations
apply based on one's type of income and number of children.
Moreover, a child must meet the definition of a "qualifying child.',40
Second, the EITC often does not provide enough assistance to help

36 Leslie Book, Preventing the Hybrid from Backfiring: Delivery of Benefits to the
Working Poor Through the Tax System, 2006 Wis. L. REv. 1103, 1104 (2006) [hereinafter
Book, Preventing the Hybrid). Estimates vary, averaging between 1 and 1.85 percent. ventry,
supra note 22, at 1265 (stating that the administrative cost is "between 1.00 and 1.85 percent of
benefits paid" (citing Janet Holtzblatt & Janet McCubbin, Issues Affecting Low-Income Filers,
in THE CRISIS IN TAx ADMINISTRATION 161 n.26 (Henry J. Aaron & Joel Slemrod eds., 2004);
Lawrence Zelenak, Tax or Welfare? The Administration of the Earned Income Tax Credit, 52
UCLA L. REv. 1867, 1884 (2005))). The variance may relate to different starting points, either
total benefits paid or program costs. See Jonathan Barry Forman, How to Reduce the
Compliance Burden of the EarnedIncome Credit on Low-Income Workers and on the Internal
Revenue Service, 48 OKLA. L. REv. 63, 67 (1995) (stating that administrative costs are "just one
percent of program costs" (citing testimony of Lynda D. Willis before the Senate Finance
Committee (June 8, 1995))).
37 Supra note 36.
38 See Ventry, supra note 22, at 1265 (estimating EITC participation rate as being up to 89
percent of those eligible, compared to 79 percent participation by those eligible to participate in
the Food Stamp program, which has administrative costs of 8 to 10 percent of total program
costs); see also Book, Preventing the Hybrid, supra note 36, at 1104 n.6 (stating similar
participation rates). But see Marsha Blumenthal, Brian Erard & Chili-Chin Ho, Participation
and Compliance with the Earned Income Tax Credit, 58 NAT'L TAX J. 189, 210 (2005)
("Among households that are not required to file-the group that has made up the predominant
share of the caseload for more traditional welfare programs such as AFDC and Food Stamps-it
appears that EITC participation may actually be inferior to participation in these other
programs."). Contrary to most estimates, another author concludes that participation rates are as
low as one quarter of eligible taxpayers. Katherine S. Newman, Up and Out: When the Working
Poor Are Poor No More, in ENDING POVERTY INAMERICA: How To RESTORE THE AMERICAN
DREAM 101, 111 (Senator John Edwards, Marion Crain and Arne L. Kalleberg eds., 2007).
39 Francine J. Lipman, The Working PoorAre Payingfor Government Benefits: Fixing the
Hole in the Anti-Poverty Purse, 2003 Wis. L. REv. 461, 463. However, the rate of participation
may decline among those who are not otherwise required to file a return. Blumenthal et al.,
supra note 38, at 210. To the extent that people who are not otherwise required to file a return
participate in the tax system to receive the EITC, it imposes a burden on the tax system.
40 Mills, supra note 3 1, at 581 (outlining the tests a child must meet in order to qualify);
see also Forman, Wage Subsidy, supra note 31, at 60 (explaining the requirements for a
qualifyring child).
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families escape povety4 1 Larger families and childless workers are
especially unlikely to escape poverty with only the assistance of the
EITC.4 Third, the EITC may help those it was not intended to assist,
including graduate students and the elderly who work part-time but
are within the age limits and do not exceed the limits on investment
income.4 Fourth, the structure of the EITC creates a substantial and
unwarranted marriage penalty that may skew choices between
marriage and single parenthood in ways that Congress did not
intend."4
The size of the EITC and its complexity contribute to the high
noncompliance rate.4 The next section will discuss EITC eligibility.
The causes of noncompliance will be addressed in Part I.B.
1. EITC Eligibility
This section will provide a brief description of EITC eligibility
requirements, although much more complete treatments can be found
elsewhere.4 First, the EITC is available only if a tax return is filed,
which substantially increases the number of low-income taxpayers
filing returns.4 In addition, the taxpayer and each qualifying child
must have a social security number.4
Mills, supra note 3 1, at 585-86 (discussing the deficiencies of the ELTC).
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, § 1002, increases the amount
of the EITC in 2009 and 2010 and for the first time provides a greater benefit to taxpayers with
three or more qualifying children. The new law will provide for an EITC of 45 percent of AGI
up to $12,570, making the maximum credit $5,656.50 for taxpayers with three or more
qualifying children. The new law also provides marriage penalty relief by increasing the AGI at
which the EITC phaseout begins for taxpayers whose filing status is married filing jointly by
$5,000. See American Recovery and Relief Act of 2009, Pub. L. No. 111-5, § 1002, 123 Stat.
115, available at http://thomas.loc.gov/home/approp/app09.html (§ 1002 "Temporary Increase
in Earned Income Tax Credit"); H.IR. REP. No. 111-16, at 200, 521 (2009) (Conf. Rep.),
available at http://thonmas.loc.gov/home/approp/app09.htm.
43 See Forman, Wage Subsidy, supra note 31, at 81; Mills, supra note 31, at 586. "[Wlhile
the current earned income credit targets most of its benefits to the hard-working poor, certain
other taxpayers also can benefit from the credit." Forman, Expanding the EIC, supra note 3 1, at
854. Overinclusiveness may result from the failure of the credit to account for all economic
income in its calculations of eligibility. See id.; Mills, supra note 3 1, at 600-0 1.
44See SAUL D. HOFFMAN & LAURENCE S. SEIDMAN, HELPING WORKING FAMILIES: THE
EARNED INCOME TAx CREDIT 4 (2003). However, many contend that such fears are not
warranted based on the evidence, as do Hoffman and Seidman. Id. at 6.
45 See, e.g., Regina T. Jefferson, The EarnedIncome Tax Credit: Thou Goest Whither? A
Critique of Existing Proposalsto Reform the Earned Income Tax Credit, 68 TEMP. L. REv. 143,
147-48 (1995) (noting that between 1982 and 1988 the erroneous claim rate ranged from 29 to
46 percent, with some claimants completely ineligible and others not entitled to as large a credit
as claimed); see also Book, Taxpayers Caught, supra note 20; James L. Rockney, Note, Prove It
or Lose It: The Certification Program for Select Individuals Claiming the Earned Income Tax
Credit, 2 PITT. TAR REv. 49 (2004); Ventry, supra note 22, at 1266, n. 18.
46 A more complete recent discussion may be found in Ventry, supranote 22.
47 See Jonathan Barry Forman. Simpliicationfor Low-Income Taxpayers: Some Options,
57 OHIO ST. L.J. 145, 146 (1996) [hereinafter Forman, Simplification] (explaining that most
41
42
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EITC eligibility is based on the taxpayer's age, income, and, if the
taxpayer has one or more children, whether the child or children are
"qualifying children."4 9 Finally, a taxpayer must have earned income
and not have received more than $2,900 in investment income. 50
Much of the EITC's complexity relates to whether the taxpayer's
children or other children residing with a taxpayer are qualifying
children. 5 1 After years of calls for more uniform definitions, 5 2 the
Working Families Tax Relief Act of 2004 created the Uniform
Definition of a Qualifying Child, which has been amended to address
some of the questions left unanswered by the creation of "uniform"
rules.5 Under this definition, a qualifying child must satisfy
relationship, residency, age, and support tests.5 However, after
adoption of a uniform definition some questions remain and a few
unintended consequences have been discovered;515 these rules can be
counterintuitive and are very complex, which may contribute to the
high erroneous claim rate that has led to many of the criticisms and
calls for EITC reform.

low-income taxpayers have no tax liability and would not otherwise have to file a return).
However, this is a much lower burden of entry than is found in many traditional welfare
programs. See infra notes 246-51 and accompanying text.
48 I.R.C. § 32(c)(l)(E), (c)(3)(D), (in) (West Supp. 2008). This requirement was added by
the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996. Pub. L. No.
104-193, § 45 1, 110 Stat. 2105, 2276-77 (1996) (codified as amended at 26 U.S.C. § 32(c)).
Prior to 1997, the EITC could be claimed by taxpayers with taxpayer identification numbers,
which meant that resident aliens qualified for the credit. See id.
49 See I.R.C. § 32(c) (West Supp. 2008).
10 Id. § 32(a), (i).
51 In many instances, such as where a parent and grandparent live together and raise
children, the children potentially are qualifying children of both the parent and the grandparent.
Because only one taxpayer can receive an EITC based on a single child, tiebreaker rules exist
and are applied in these cases. However, the result, which generally makes the child the
qualifying child of the person with the highest income, may mean that no one is eligible for the
EITC. 1.R.C. § 152(c)(4) (West Supp. 2008).
52 See Forman, Simplification, supra note 47, at 189-90 (discussing the excessive
complexity of determining who is a qualifying dependent); Deborah H. Schenk, Simplification
for Individual Taxpayers: Problems and Proposals, 45 TAX L. REV. 121, 130-35 (1989)
(discussing how to simplify the support test for EITC qualification).
53 Pub. L. No. 108-311, sec. 201, § 152, 118 Stat. 1166, 1169-75 (2004) (codified as
amended at 26 U.S.C. § 152). Among the clarifying amendments found in the Fostering
Connections to Success and Increasing Adoptions Act of 2008 are rules that explain that the
qualifying child must be younger than the taxpayer and must not file a joint return with a spouse
other than for the purpose of obtaining a refuind. Pub. L. No. 110-35 1, § 501, 122 Stat. 3979,
3980 (2008) (codified as amended at 26 U.S.C. § 152).
m I.R.C. § 152(c) (West Supp. 2008), amended by Fostering Connections to Success and
Increasing Adoptions Act of 2008, Pub. L. No. 110-351, § 501, 122 Stat. 3949, 3980 (2008).
55 See 1 NAT'L TAXPAYER ADVOCATE, I.R.S., 2006 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS,
463-69 (2006), available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-utU12006_arcisection2_v2.pdf
(discussing remaining difficulties with EITC definitions).
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After determining eligibility, the taxpayer must determine the
amount of the credit. For 2009, the maximum credit amount, available
to a person using head of household filing status or a married couple
filing jointly, is $3,043 with one qualifying child, $5,028 with two
qualifying children, and $457 with no qualifying children.5 The
credit begins to phase out as earned income rises above $16,420
($19,540 for married taxpayers filing jointly and $7,470 for EITC
claimants without children), and the credit is entirely phased out when
income exceeds $37,783 ($39,783 married filing jointly) with two or
more qualifying children; $40,295 ($35,241 married filing jointly)
with one qualifying child; and $12,590 ($14,590 married filing
jointly) with no qualifying children.5
2. Ways to Receive the Credit
EITC recipients may claim the credit on their tax return, where it
may be wholly or partially refuindable, or they may elect to receive
part of the credit through advance payments from their employer
58
throughout the year. Most taxpayers receive the EITC as a credit on
their tax return, which often results in a large lump sum refund.5
Low-income taxpayers may prefer to receive large refunds and
sometimes use costly means to receive them as quickly as possible
because of a lack of financial literacy. The National Taxpayer
Advocate ("NTA"), among others, has argued that there is an
increasing need to ensure that taxpayers have sufficient financial
literacy so that low-income and other taxpayers will not feel
unnecessarily compelled to pay tax preparers or to receive RALs.6
For a variety of reasons, including the complexity of the eligibility
rules, the harsh sanctions following disallowance, and the size of the
56

2008).

See I.R.C.

§ 32(a)-(b)

(West Supp. 2008), amended by 26 U.S.C.A.

§ 1, n.3.07

(West

57 See I.R.C. § 32(f) (West 2008) (as adjusted for inflation). Inflation adjustments for 2009
are found in Rev. Proc. 2008-66. Rev. Proc. 2008-66, §3.06(1), 2008-45 I.R.B. 1107. In the
phase-out range, the reduction of the EITC as wages increase may discourage recipients from
working more, because they will receive smaller EITC payments. Similarly, the phaseouts may
act as a marital disincentive because of the limitations on the number of qualifying children and
the fact that the maximum income for married couples is set at less than twice that of a head of
household filing alone. The EITC is unavailable to married taxpayers who file separately.
Although these results may be contrary to the intent of those who designed the EITC system,
they are outside the scope of this Article, and assume that much or most human behavior is
purely driven by economic incentives and tax rewards or punishments, which may or may not
be an accurate description of the world.
5" I.R.C. §§ 32(a)(1), 3507 (West Supp. 2008).
59 I.R.C. §32(a) (explaining the tax credit for earned income).
60 Nina E. Olson, Taxpayer Rights, Customer Service, and Compliance: A Three-Legged
Stool, 51 U. KAN. L. REv. 1239, 1245 (2003). Financial literacy requires a basic understanding
of the banking system, credit options, costs of credit, and sound budgeting practices.
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credit, EITC recipients use paid return preparers at a higher rate than
other taxpayers . 6 ' The NTA, Nina E. Olson, has noted that an unusual
aspect of the EITC is that many recipients pay for assistance
preparing a claim for this antipoverty benefit. This makes the EITC
the only antipoverty program for which recipients pay to receive
benefits.6 However, evidence suggests that taxpayers who use paid
preparers believe that the cost is outweighed by the value that they
63
receive.
One way that paid preparers add value is by offering electronic
filing ("e-file") services. E-file of personal income tax returns must be
made through electronic return originators ("EROs"). Currently,
access to e-file is available to individual taxpayers through the use of
third party software or a return preparer who is an ERO. Many,
including some members of Congress and the tax preparation
industry, believe that the IRS should not compete with private
companies providing tax preparation software.64
To provide access to e-file consistent with a congressional
mandate that the IRS increase the e-file rate to 80 percent by 2007,6
and without competing with software and e-file providers, the IRS
entered into agreements with various software and e-file providers.
This program, which is referred to as the "Free-File Alliance," was
originally designed to allow taxpayers to file their taxes electronically
without paying for that service.6 After the 2005 filing season, the
agreement was amended to limit eligibility for free e-file to lower
income taxpayers to reduce the program's cost to for-profit
companies, while ensuring access to lower income taxpayers. 6 7 The
Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration ("TIGTA")
concluded in 2006 that "[tlhe [Free File] Program is limited to
Jason Furman, Tax Reform and Poverty, IIl TAX NOTES 1293, 1297 (2006); I.R.S.,
DEP'T OF THE TREASURY, EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT (EITC) PROGRAM
EFFECTIVENESS AND PROGRAM MANAGEMENT FY 2002-FY 2003, at 4 (2003), available at
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-utl/eitc-effectiveness.pdf.
62 NAT'L TAXPAYER ADVOCATE, I.R.S., 2002 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS 69-74
(2002), available at http://www.irs.gov/advocate/article/0,,id~l O7685,00.htmi.
63 U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, supra note 2, at 4-8 (reporting that most taxpayers are
confident that they do not overpay their taxpayers when they use paid preparers and would use
paid preparers again).
64 Michael R. Phillips, Introductory Memorandum to TREASURY INSPECTOR GEN. FOR
TAX ADMIN., U.S. DEP'T OF THE TREASURY, USE OF THE FREE FILE PROGRAM DECLINED
AFTER INCOME RESTRICTIONS WERE APPLIED 3 (2006), available at http://www.ustreas.govtigta/auditreports/2006reports/2006401 71 fr.pdf.
65 Internal Revenue Restructuring and Reform Act of 1998, Pub. L. No. 105-206, 112
Stat. 685 (codified as amended in scattered sections of 2 U.S.C., 5 U.S.C. app., 16 U.S.C., 19
U.S.C., 22 U.S.C., 26 U.S.C., 38 U.S.C., and 49 U.S.C.).
66 TREASURY INSPECTOR GEN. FOR TAX ADMIN., supra note 64, at 2-3.
61

U.S.

67
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specific taxpayers, may be difficult for some taxpayers to use, and
allows Alliance members to promote products that are not always
in the best interest of taxpayers."6 Because of the changes to the
Free-File Alliance, some taxpayers may not have access to free e-file
resources.
The use of electronic filing dramatically speeds up the receipt of
tax refunds. 69 EITC recipients often want or need to receive their
refund quickly. Thus, by speeding the receipt of a refund, EITC
recipients benefit from the use of e-file. However, paid preparers
usually charge for this service.
In addition, EITC recipients frequently receive RALsJ 0 In 1999,
39 percent of all EITC claimants' refunds were reduced through the
use of a RAL .7 1 The RAL is an interest-bearing loan that is designed
to speed up the time it takes for a taxpayer to receive the money from
the tax refund.
Alternatively, some EITC recipients may receive a portion of the
EITC through EITC advance payments. 72 EITC recipients with at
least one qualifying child are permitted to receive advance EITC
payments of up to 60 percent of the EITC available to a taxpayer with
one qualifying child from their employer throughout the year.7 The
68 Phillips, supra note 64, at 2. "The original intent was to provide free electronic tax
preparation and filing services to all taxpayers. The revised intent is to assist low-income and
underserved taxpayers.... One of the IRS' principal purposes for establishing the Program was
to add another avenue of electronic filing, with the intent of increasing electronic filing overall."

TREASURY INSPECTOR GEN. FOR TAX ADMIN.,

supra note 64, at 3. The use of income to limit

eligibility for participation in the program led to a decline in participation. Id. at 4. Some
taxpayers still eligible-up to 38 percent of those with income below S25,000-do not have
access to the Internet, and therefore cannot take part in the program. Id. at 4-5 (citing NAT'L
TAXPAYER ADVOCATE, 2004 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS (2004)).
69 See, e.g., I.R.S., U.S. Dep't of the Treasury, E-File and Other Electronic Options
for 2009, http://www.irs.gov/newsroom/article/0,,id=202105,00.html?portlet--7 ("IRS e-file,
taxpayers get refunds in half the time it takes to file a paper tax return and receive a refund
check. E-filers who choose direct deposit can receive their refund in as few as 10 days.").
70 ALAN BERUBE ET AL., CIK. ON URBAN AND METRO. POLICY, THE BROOKINGS INST. &

THE PROGRESSIVE POLICY INST., THE PRICE OF PAYING TAXES: How TAX PREPARATION AND
REFUND LOAN FEES ERODE THE BENEFITS OF THlE EITC 11 (2002), available at
http://www.brookings.edu/es/urban/publications/berubekimeitc.pdf.
7' ALAN BERUBE ET AL., supra note 70, at 11; Brooks et al., supra note 3 1, at 369.
72 See I.R.C. § 3507 (2000).
73 Id. §3507(c)(2). The amount of advance payment is adjusted downward if a taxpayer is
married and each spouse has given their employer a certificate of eligibility. Id. § 3507(c)(2)(C).
To take advantage of the advance payment option, a taxpayer must complete a Form W-5,
Earned Income Eligibility Certificate, and file it with the taxpayer's employer. The certificate
becomes effective immediately, and the employer calculates and includes a portion of the EITC
the employee would receive as a tax refuind with the employee's pay. The employer then
reduces the amount of withholding that the employer pays over to the Treasury by the amount
of advance payment EITC paid to its employees. At the end of the year, the employer reports
the amount of advance EITC payments received on the employee's W-2. The advance
payment is then subtracted from any refund to which the taxpayer is entitled, although many
taxpayers fail to report the advance payments. U.S. GOV'T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-07-
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purpose of the advance payment option is to get the poverty-reducing
payments in taxpayers' hands as they are earned. Very few taxpayers
choose the advance EITC payment option because of a concern that
they will have to repay the advances but will not be able to do So.74 A
1992 study indicated that participation rates in the advance payment
program were as low as 1 percent; even after significant efforts to
educate taxpayers about the availability of advance payments, data for
2002 through 2004 indicated that the participation rate only increased
to about 3 percent .7 5 Although economists argue that taxpayers would
be better off receiving the money throughout the year, most EITC
recipients receive the credit as a refund or reduction of their taxes
when they file their tax returns. In part, EITC recipients may prefer
this method of receiving the credit because they view the large refund
76
as a kind of savings account. However, many EITC recipients may
feel a need to receive their refund quickly, and "complicated federal
rules governing the EITC and delays in tax refund processing may
drive low-income taxpayers to take out expensive refund anticipation
loans offered by paid preparers."
The next section will discuss how the size of EITC refuinds and the
desire to receive the refund as quickly as possible, coupled with the
use of paid preparers, may be related to EITC noncompliance.

110, ADVANCE EARNED INCOME TAx CREDIT: Low USE AND SMALL DOLLARS PAID IMPEDE
6-7 (2007), available at
IRS's
EFFORTS TO REDUCE HIGH NONCOMPLIANCE
http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d07l I10.pdf.
74 U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, GAO/GGD-92-26, EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT,
ADVANCE PAYMENT OPTION is NOT WIDELY KNOWN OR UNDERSTOOD BY THE PUBLIC 15-16

(1992), available at http://archive.gao.gov/t2pbat7/145 895.pdf.
75 U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, supra note 74, at 9, 11-13. There may be many
reasons that participation is low. First, taxpayers who receive more advance payments than they
ultimately are entitled to will be required to repay those amounts, which may be difficult for low
income taxpayers. Although tables calculate the advance credit, it is more complex for married
taxpayers and even more complex if there is an earnings differential. See, e.g., Stephen D. Holt,
Improvement of the Advance Payment Option of the Earned Income Credit, 92 TAX NOTES
1585-86 (1992) (showing problems with calculations for married couples). Second, taxpayers
may perceive stigma in telling their employers that they qualify for this anti-poverty program.
Third, eligible taxpayers may not be aware that they are eligible. Fourth, taxpayers may prefer
to receive the lump sum at the end of the year. Fifth, since the eligible EITC population shifts
from year to year, that uncertainty may create reluctance to participate. Sixth, the complexity of
completing the paperwork, particularly among taxpayers who regularly change jobs, may create
enough of a disincentive to discourage participation, especially as the amount that is available is
only a percentage of the total credit.
76 See Brooks et al., supra note 3 1, at 370; U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, srupra note
74, at 15.
77 Michael S. Barr, Banking the Poor, 21 YALE J. ON REG. 121, 128 (2004).
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B. EITC Noncompliance
In the EITC's earlier years it was estimated that over 50 percent of
EITC payments were erroneous. Recent estimates put noncompliance
between 25 and 32 percent. 78 Noncompliance includes both
intentional and unintentional errors in claiming the EITC. However, it
is often difficult to know the cause of noncompliance.
In 1999, EITC claims totaling $9.7 to 11. 1 billion were estimated
to be erroneous or fraudulent. 79 As large as this error is, it is only a
small piece of the tax gap. Moreover, it appears that much of the
EITC noncompliance results from misunderstandings regarding the
eligibility requirements, rather taxpayers' intentional efforts to
wrongly receive the EITC; more information is needed to determine
the exact causes of EITC noncompliance. 8 0 Because of the perception
that this is an area that needs particularly strong enforcement,
Congress made a special appropriation of $150 million per year for
five years for the IRS to attempt to reduce EITC noncompliance and
erroneous payments . 8 1 However, that pushed the enforcement
pendulum too far toward the EITC recipients, and now it has begun to
swing back.8 IRS enforcement activities annually prevent or recover
$1.2 billion of the erroneous or fraudulent claims.8 Nonetheless, the
IRS has concluded that, even with additional enforcement resources
allocated to preventing EITC noncompliance, annually no more than
a total of $1.6 billion of EITC noncompliance can be prevented or
recovered.84
Detected EITC noncompliance can have serious consequences for
taxpayers, whether the error is intentional or not. Taxpayers who
make erroneous EITC claims with reckless or intentional disregard
78 The IRS EIC Audit Process-A Challenge for Taxpayers, in 2 NAT'L TAxPAYER
ADVOCATE, I.R.S., 2007 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS 94, 98 (2007), available at
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-ut/arc_2007-vol 2.pdf (estimating EITC noncompliance between
27 and 32 percent).
79 I.R.S,, U.S. DEP'T OF THE TREASURY, COMPLIANCE ESTIMATES FOR EARNED INCOME
TAX CREDIT CLAIMED ON 1999 RETURNS 3, 11 tbl.l (2002), available at http://www.irs.govl
pub/irs-utllcompesteitc99.pdf.
80 Holt, supranote 5, at 196-202.
81 Book, Preventingthe Hybrid, supranote 36, at 1112.
82 See, e.g., Deconstructing the Tax Code: Uncollected Taxes and the Issue of
Transparency: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Federal Financial Management
Governmental Information and InternationalSecurity of the S. Comm. on Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs (2006) (statement of Mark Everson, Comm'r of Internal Revenue)
(noting that the audit rate of corporations with assets of less than $10 million had almost
doubled from 2004 to 2005); see also Zelenak, supra note 20, at 1869-72 (discussing some of
the recent trends in administrative and Congressional efforts in regarding EITC compliance).
83 I.R.S., supra note 79, at I1Itbl. 1; Book, Preventing the Hybrid, supra note 36, at 11 12.
84 I.R.S., supra note 79, at 11; see also Book, Preventing the Hybrid, supra note 36, at
1111-12.
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for the IRS rules and regulations are prohibited from receiving the
EITC for two years.8 Fraudulent EITC claims prevent the taxpayer
86
from receiving the credit for ten years.
Many who work with EITC recipients believe that the complexity
of the EITC is one of the causes of its high noncompliance rate.8
In 1990, Congress attempted to provide greater assistance
to the working poor by expanding the scope and amount of
the EITC. But the changes to the EITC, effective for 1991 tax
returns, have significantly complicated taxpayer procedures
for claiming the credit. Low-income taxpayers must now
review and understand seven pages of instructions and
perform twice as many computations to detenmine their
88
eligibility and calculate their credit.
The current instructions are even more complicated; the instructions
are contained in a fifty-six page book that includes numerous charts
and schedules that the user must work through to determine
eligibility--even before calculating the amount of the EITC.89
The complexity of determining eligibility, coupled with limited
translations, contribute to EITC compliance. The EITC is targeted at
aiding low-income wage earners, and these workers often have
received less formal education than higher paid workers, 90 resulting in
limited literacy. 9' In addition, the instructions for the EITC are written
I.R.C. § 32(k)(1)(B)(ii) (West Supp. 2008).
I.R.C. §32(k)(l)(B)(i).
87 See, e.g., Forman, Simplication, supra note 47, at 183-84 (discussing options for
simplification of the EITC); James E. Williamson & Francine J. Lipman, The New Earned
Income Tax Credit: Too Complex for the Targeted Taxpayers?, 57 TAX NOTES 789, 79 1-92
(1994) (footnotes omnitted).
88 Williamson & Lipman, supranote 87.
89 See I.R.S., U.S. DEP'T OF THE TREASURY, PIJBL'N No. 596, EARNED INCOME CREDIT
(EIC) (2007), available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p596.pdf.
90 Jefferson, supra note 45, at 146 (noting that 31 percent of EITC recipient households
are headed by individuals with less than a high school diploma and that less than 46 percent of
the eligible population has less than a high school diploma); see also Lipman, supra note 39, at
471; John Karl Scholz, The Earned Income Tax Credit: Participation, Compliance, and
Antipoverty Effectiveness, 57 NAT'L TAX J. 63, 72-75 (1994) (discussing characteristics of
EITC-eligible households that do not participate); Yin et al., supra note 27, at 250 (reporting
that in 1994, thirty-one percent of EITC-eligible household heads had not completed high
school, and forty-six percent had only received a high school diploma).
91 Michael A. O'Connor, Tax PreparationServices for Lower-Income Filers: A Glass
HalfFull, or Half Empty?, 90 TAX NOTES 231, 234 (200 1) ("The incidence of limited literacy
for [EITC claimants] is likely to be substantially above the national average."). O'Connor
discusses a National Adult Literacy Survey in which the 66-75 percent of the adults scoring
among the lowest literacy levels describe themselves as being able to read or write "well" or
"1very well." Id at 235. The next lowest scoring group gives the same response between 93 and
97 percent of the time. 1d; see also Book, Taxpayers Caught, supra note 20, at 3 96-97.
85
86
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only in English and Spanish, even though many recipients do not
speak or read either language.9
There is much that researchers do not know about the
causes of EITC noncompliance.9 In an article discussing EITC
noncompliance, Professor Leslie Book, applying sociological
typology, suggested that simply asking whether a taxpayer's
erroneous EITC claim is the result of intentional or unintentional
error may not tell us enough about the causes of noncompliance.9 He
suggests that applying the Kidder-McEwen typology to a study of
EITC noncompliance could provide greater insight.9 Professor Book
concludes that this methodology would allow a determination of the
underlying cause of the error, such as procedural noncompliance
resulting from administrative complexity, unknowing noncompliance,
or brokered noncompliance facilitated by return preparers.9 Knowing
the cause of the error would allow a more tailored response, 97 but,
even with respect to general tax compliance, "[t~he research provides
little in the way of a united theory on tax compliance."9
In addition, there is little evidence that most EITC errors are due to
fraud. In many cases involving technical errors, including
misapplication of the definition of a qualifying child or the adjusted
gross income tiebreaker rule, refunds are still going into households
with modest incomes. 99 The NTA has noted that "[a]necdotal reviews
of EI[T]C audits, where EI[T]C was disallowed, show that frequently
there is no significant evidence that the taxpayer was ineligible.
Instead, the taxpayer failed to prove EI[T]C eligibility."' 0 0 Lack of
representation, difficulty understanding communications from the

92 See I.R.S., supra note 79, at 2. The National Taxpayer Advocate has noted that
information should be provided in other languages as well. 1 NAT'L TAXPAYER ADVOCATE,
I.R.S., 2007 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS 229 (2007), available at http://www.irs.gov/
advocatefarticlef0,,id-177301 ,00.htnml.
93 See HOFFMAN & SEIDMAN, supra note 44, at 141-45.
94 Book, Preventing the Hybrid, supra note 36, at 1113; see also ROBERT GREENSTEIN,

CTR. ON BUDGET AND POLICY PRIORITIES, WHAT IS THE MAGNITUDE OF EITC OVERPAYMENTS
(2003) (concluding that the error rate stated by the 1999 EITC study was probably overstated as
a result of methodological problems); JANET HOLTZBLAT-r & JANET MCCUBBIN, DEP'T OF
TREASURY, ADmINISTRATIVE ISSUES WITH LOW-INCOME FILERS (2002); Leslie Book, EITC
Noncompliance: What We Don't Know Can Hurt Them, 99 TAx NOTES 1821, 1823-27 (2003)

thereinafter Book, EITC Noncompliance].
95 Book, Preventingthe Hybrid, supra note 36, at 1113-14.
96 Idatl1114.
97 Id
98 Leslie Book, Study of the Role of Preparersin Relation to Taxpayer Compliance with
Internal Revenue Laws, in 2 NAT'L TAxPAYER ADVOCATE, I.R.S., 2007 ANNUAL REPORT To
CONGRESS, supra note 92, at 44, 56.
99 Id. at 141.

100The IRS EIC Audit Process-A Challengefor Taxpayers, supra note 78, at 97.
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IRS, and lost paperwork all contributed to difficulties taxpayers had
proving their EITC eligibility.' 1
Another cause of noncompliance may relate to the heavy use of
paid preparers and their provision of additional services. This may
lead to "brokered noncompliance"--noncompliance facilitated by a
paid preparer.10 2 Brokered noncompliance may be particularly serious
among EITC recipients; the rate of EITC overclaims exceeded 57
percent among taxpayers who used paid return preparers.' 03 Based on
his experience as a director of a low-income tax clinic, Professor
Book identified three primary reasons for errors on returns from
commercial preparers: preparer incompetence; preparer dishonesty
seeking more revenues from the sale of ancillary products or services;
and preparer competence and honesty with a taxpayer misstating
facts, e.g., "borrowing" a child.'10 4 Paid preparer errors led to the
institution of due diligence requirements for paid preparers in the
Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997, which require paid preparers to ask for
certain information relating to a taxpayer's eligibility for the EITC,
and to retain the information for three years.' 05 However, some argue
that there is insufficient evidence to suggest that paid preparers
actually increase the erroneous EITC claim rate among some
06

taxpayers.1

Advance EITC payments raise additional compliance concerns.
The noncompliance rate for advance EITC payments is much higher
than it is for traditional EITC payments. From 2002 through 2004, a
Government Accounting Office ("GAO") review found a
noncompliance rate between 78 and 79 percent among advance EITC
claims.'10 7 However, the IRS also has difficulty with advance EITC
payments. In 2001 and 2002, the IRS assessed additional taxes up to
22 percent of the time against taxpayers who received advance EJTC
08
payments relating to amounts the taxpayer had not received.1
101See

generally id

102
Book, Preventing the Hybridsupranote 36, at 1138; see also Blumenthal et al., supra

note 38, at 205 ("[T~he use of tax practitioners actually lead to a higher incidence of improper
EITC claims in the tax year 1988.").
103Book, Preventing the Hybrid, supra note 36, at 1138.
104See id. at 1139. The financial incentives the EITC provides to tax practitioners have
been noted elsewhere. See Blumenthal et al., supra note 38, at 206 (describing the practice of
"refund anticipation" lending as an example of the incentives the EITC provides).
105Blumenthal et al., supra note 38, at 206.
106see HOFFMAN & SEIDMAN, supra note 44, at 145.
107U.S. GEM. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, supra note 74, at 15. The report noted that some of the
errors could have been caused by the IRS or the employer, or been corrected on amended
returns, which would not have been apparent to the GAO reviewers because of the data format.
Id The GAO was reviewing for valid social security number, filing of a required tax return, and
reporting the amount of advance EITC received. Id at 16-2 1.
100TREASURY INSPECTOR GEM. FOR TAX ADMIN., DEP'T OF THE TREASURY, TAXPAYERS
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Because there are many reasons for EITC noncomplianceincluding errors relating to qualifying children, documentation, record
keeping, and actual fraud-there is no single means to achieve
EITC compliance. However, as will be discussed below, there
have been many recommendations to improve compliance, as well
as many attempts to reduce noncompliance. However, the EITC
noncompliance may not be any worse than other types of tax
noncompliance or occur at any higher rate than occurs with respect to
other personal or corporate income tax provisions.' 0 9 Moreover, EITC
noncompliance is unlikely to be eliminated entirely. Greater oversight
and regulation, including more training of tax preparers, could help
resolve some noncompliance in this and in other areas.
To curb EITC noncompliance the IRS has tried a variety of
strategies."10 First, it has targeted significant compliance resources
toward the EITC. In recent years, approximately 40 percent of all
individual audits conducted by the IRS were performed on taxpayers
who claimed the EITC.1" As a result, in recent years, a low-income
taxpayer was more than four times more likely to be audited than a
wealthy tapyr'12 Another response to EITC noncompliance was
the 2003 pre-certification program. The pilot pre-certification
program made the EITC less like a tax credit and more like a
traditional welfare or direct benefit program, which the tax system is
less equipped to administer than a pure tax crdt 13 Commentators

WERE ASSESSED ADDITIONAL TAX FOR ADVANCE EARNED INCOMvE CREDIT PAYMENTS

NOT
RECEIVED
3 (2003),
available
at http://www.treas.gov/tigta/auditreports/
2003reports/200340126fr.pdf. In tax years 2001 and 2002 as many as 65,000 taxpayers may
have been assessed taxes for Advance EITC payments that they did not receive. Id.
109
See HOFFMAN & SEIDMAN, supra note 44, at 141, 147.
110See Book, EJTC Noncompliance, supra note 94, at 1826-27.
11'The IRS EIC Audit Process-A Challenge for Taxpayers, supra note 78, at 97 n.5
(citing the IRS FY 2006 Data Book, Table 9, which indicates the total number of EITC audits
was 5 17,617, or 40.3 percent).
12 Book, Taxpayers Caught, supra note 20, at 374; Ventry, supra note 22, at 1273-74;
see also Book, Preventing the Hybrid, supra note 36, at 1105 (noting that the IRS has drawn
criticism for its "heavy-handed and unfair" treatment of low-income taxpayers); Moichael J.
Graetz, 100 Million Unnecessary Returns: A Fresh Start for the US. Tax System, 112 YALE L.J.
261, 280481 (2002) ("Having to administer the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), the nation's
wage subsidy for low-income workers, has diverted IRS audit resources away from business and
high-income individual returns, leading to headlines that the IRS is targeting the poor for
audits."). EITC recipients are also less likely to be represented during the audit process than are
wealthy taxpayers. A study conducted by the National Taxpayer Advocate concluded that
unrepresented EITC recipients were less likely to have successful audit outcomes than
represented EITC recipients. The IRS EIC Audit Process-A Challenge for Taxpayers, supra
note 78, at 94-96.
1"3For a basic overview of the history and approach of the EITC, see generally Graetz,
supra note 112; Ventry, supra note 22; Zelenak, supra note 20.
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have observed that some EITC noncompliance may result from
4
administering a welfare-type program through the tax system."
Finally, many refund claims are frozen for suspicion of fraud, even
though the taxpayer has not been given notice or the opportunity
for a hearing."15 Frozen refunds place a heavy burden on taxpayers,
particularly low-income taxpayers, who have not intentionally
misused the system-and may not have even made an error at all, not
116
only for the current year, but also for future years.
Moving forward, designing the system in such a way as to
minimize the burden to those taxpayers who have acted properly,
while at the same time maximizing the opportunity to ensure that
taxpayers have the best opportunity to properly comply with their tax
obligations. As will be discussed in the next section, return preparers
could provide valuable assistance in striking that balance.
II. RETuRN PREPARERS

Paid preparers have the potential to play a significant role in
taxpayer education and compliance." 7 As a result, paid preparers can
play a significant role in reducing EITC noncompliance. In 1999, the
GAO estimated that there were approximately 1.2 million tax return
preparers, approximately 300,000 to 600,000 of whom were not
authorized to practice before the IRS.' 18 However, because return
preparers are not licensed, and may not always comply with the
signing obligation, this is only an estimate.
Income tax return preparers are defined as "any person who
prepares for compensation, or who employs one or more persons to
prepare for compensation, any [tax return].""19 A person may be a
return preparer "without regard to educational qualifications and
professional status requirements."12 0 Circular 230 sets the standards
for practicing before the IRS in audits and appeals.'12 ' Under Circular
14

' Book, Preventing the Hybrid, supra note 36, at 1108; Zelenak, supra note 20, at 1873.
5
11
See Book, Preventing the Hybrid, supra note 36, at 1107 (arguing that overreaction by
Congress has led to the denial of due process to taxpayers suspected of fraud).
6
11 See NAT'L TAXPAYER ADVOCATE, I.R.S., 2005 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS 25-28
(2005), available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-ut/section_1I.pdf (discussing these problems
seen in IRS criminal investigations and the Questionable Refund Program).
1"7NAT'L TAXPAYER ADVOCATE, I.R.S., 2003 ANNuAL REPORT TO CONGRESS
280 (2003), available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-utl/nta-2003_annual_update-mcw-1-15042.pdf.
118U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, supra note 2, at 3. The exact number of paid preparers
is unknown because not all paid preparers sign the returns they prepare, despite the requirement
that they do so. Id.
119I.R.C. § 7701(a)(36) (West Supp. 2008).
120 26 C.F.R. § 301.7701-15(a)(3) (2008).
12131 C.F.R. pt. 10 (2008) (Circular 230).
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230, only attorneys, CPAs, and certain enrolled professionals are
authorized to practice before the IRS.'122 CPAs and attorneys are
subject to significant regulation because of their professional
standing, as well as through Circular 230. 123
Although all return preparers must do certain things, including
sign returns,124 provide taxpayers with a copy of the return
prepared, 12 ' and maintain the confidentiality of taxpayer
information, 16many return preparers are not subject to significant
professional regulation by the IRS or by any state or local
authority. 127 Current statutory and regulatory rules allow the
imposition of monetary penalties 128 and injunctions against paid
preparers, 12 9 but do not provide any mechanism by which to ensure
that all paid preparers receive adequate training or provide quality tax
preparation services.
Many return preparers have little experience with tax law and
prepare fewer than ten returns each year. 130 Preparers are not required
to have as their primary business tax preparation or planning or to
have the preparation of the tax return as the primary motivation for
inviting the taxpayer into the preparer's business, as in the case of
preparers who also sell other goods such as used cars or furniture.
Although return preparers that are unlicensed and unregulated may
have lower costs of doing business, unlicensed, unregulated preparers
also may have fewer qualifications to prepare returns than those
preparers who are licensed and regulated. In addition, unenrolled
return preparers are not immune from penalties for faulty return
preparation. First, a $1,000 penalty is imposed for each occurrence of
a stated position on the return that the preparer knew or should have
known could not prevail. 131 In addition, a $5,000 penalty is imposed
12231 C.F.R. § 10.7(e) (2008) ("Any individual may prepare a tax return, appear as a
witness for the taxpayer before the Internal Revenue Service, or furnish information at the
request of the Internal Revenue Service.
.. ); U.S. GOV'T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO
06-563T, PAID TAX RETURN PREPARERS: IN A LIMITED STUDY, CHAIN PREPARERS MADE
SERIOUS ERRORS 9 (2006), available at http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d06563t.pdf, Book,
supranote 98, at 44-45.
23See, e.g., U.S. GOVT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, supra note 122, at 14. Their licensing
and regulation is not a result of their activities as paid preparers, but rather their professional
standing.
24
1 1IR.C § 6695 (West Supp. 2008).

125Id.
126 l.R.C.
12

1

§ 6713

(West Supp. 2008).

NAT'L TAXPAYER ADVOCATE, I.R.S., 2003 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS, .supra note

117, at28270.
1 1I.R.C. § 6694 (West Supp. 2008) (amended 2008).
129 I.R.C. § 6695 (West Supp. 2008).
130Book, supra note 98, at 44-45.
131I.R.C. § 6694(a) (West Supp. 2008) (amended 2008).
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for an understatement of tax liability resulting from a willful or
reckless disregard of rules or regulations. 32 Income tax return
preparers are also subject to penalties under Code section 6695 for
failing to do any of the following: provide a copy of the return to the
taxpayer; sign the return; furnish an identification number on the
return; or retain a copy of the return.'
Assessment and collection of these penalties are the responsibility
34
of the IRS's SB/SE (small business/self employed) division .'
However, the $2.4 million collected in 2001 and 2002 was too small
to make this issue a priority for SB/SE, and many of the assessed
penalties went uncollected.13 5 Nonetheless, the existence of these
36
penalties may act as a deterrent to paid tax preparers. 1
Finally, although the IRS is authorized to seek an injunction to
37
prevent a return preparer from engaging in certain practices,1
injunctions are not regularly sought under these provisions against
preparers who are not marketing abusive transactions. Injunctions are
available to stop preparer practices under Code sections 6694 and
6695 for such activities as taking a position that could not prevail or
for willful or reckless disregard of rules or regulation and for failure
to sign the return, provide an identification number on the return, or
retain a copy of the return, and for fraudulent and deceptive practices,
38

respectively.1

Notwithstanding the lack of federal regulation, some cities and
states have imposed regulations on preparers of both state and federal
tax returns.13 For instance, California imposes training, licensing, and
continuing education requirements.14 0 Other states place the primary
safeguard against unskilled and unethical tax preparers with their
consumer protection enforcement agencies. 14
132I.R.C.
13

.RC

§6694(b).
§ 6695(a)-(d)

(West Supp. 2008). The penalty is fifty dollars per violation. Id

§

6695(e).
134U.S.

GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, supra note 2, at 16.

135Id.
'37

I.R.C. §7407(a).
§ 7407(a), (b).

138Id

139See, e.g., CAL. Bus. & PROF. CODE §§ 22250-59 (West 2008) (requiring licensing of
tax preparers); MD. CODE ANN., Bus. & 0CC. §§ 21-101 to -502 (West 2008) (regulating
Individual Tax Preparers effective June 1, 2008); OR. REV. STAT. ANN. § 673.625 (West Supp.
2008) (requiring training and licensing of tax preparers in Oregon). Other jurisdictions regulate
refund anticipation loans. See. e.g., 815 ILL. COWP. STAT. ANN. 177/10 (LexisNexis 2008)
(requiring disclosures); M11NN. STAT. ANN. § 270C.445 (West 2008) (requiring disclosures);
N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. §§ 53-245, -249 (West 2007) (requiring disclosures and registration);
WIS. STAT. ANN. § 422.310 (West 2007) (requiring disclosures); N.Y. CITY ADMIN. CODE
§ 20-741 (2003) (requiring disclosures).
40
1 See generally CAL. Bus. & PROF. CODE §§ 22250-59.
14 O'Connor, supra note 91, at 243.
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The presence of oversight is important. Represented taxpayers fare
better during an audit than unrepresented taxpayers, and taxpayers
represented by lawyers and CPAs fared much better than those
represented by unenrolled return preparers during an audit. In a recent
study, of taxpayers who were represented during an audit, 41.5
percent of the EITC recipients retained the full EITC claimed,
compared with unrepresented taxpayers, of whom only 23.1 percent
were able to retain the full EITC claimed.14 2 In addition, the
credentials of the representative made as much difference as the fact
of representation. Fewer credentials and less training adversely
affected the results for the taxpayer.14 3 Almost 46 percent of taxpayers
represented by lawyers or CPAs retained the full EITC claimed,
compared with 39 percent of taxpayers represented by unenrolled
preparers.'"4 When less than the full EITC was retained, the portion of
the credit retained similarly varied depending on the type of
representation-over 49 percent of the credit was retained when
taxpayers were represented by a lawyer or CPA, while just over 38
percent was kept when represented by an "other representative." 4
The next section will discuss the training each category of preparer
receives.
A. Trainingfor Return Preparers
Because not all paid return preparers are licensed or subject to
oversight, not all return preparers receive adequate training.
Practitioner and academic commentators, along with government
investigators and advocates, including the GAO and the NTA have
identified a number of problems with paid return preparers, which
include problems with training and regulation. CPAs and lawyers
must satisfy the minimum standards of competence required by their
profession. Unenrolled preparers do not have similar professional
standards to comply with, and often have no educational
requirements, and may prepare few returns each year. However,
taxpayers see value in the services that they receive from paid tax
preparers,'4 and may be unaware that some preparers are subject to
little or no regulation. Although they are subject to standards of
minimum competence, must be licensed after adequate schooling and
intensive testing, and often maintain insurance, lawyers and CPAs
142The IRS
43

1

EIC Audit Process-A Challengefor Taxpayers, supra note 78, at 108.
Id. at 109.

144Id.

14SId at 111.
146U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, supra note 2, at 10.
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tend to complete few tax returns, and even fewer low-income
taxpayer returns; in part, preparation of returns by these professionals
tends to be cost prohibitive.
Simply using a paid preparer does not ensure that a return will be
properly prepared. Lack of training may account for many inadvertent
errors caused by paid return preparers. Even so, taxpayers bear the
burden of the consequences from incorrect tax return preparation,
making some oversight and required training in the interest of
taxpayers.
Concerns about noncompliance among EITC recipients, including
the findings of a 1994 compliance study showing that EITC errors are
not limited to self-prepared returns, led Congress to impose due
diligence requirements on paid preparers.14 7 Paid preparers must now
perform "due diligence" when completing a return for an EITC
penalties for failure to comply with these
recipient. 1'However,
requirements have not been imposed at a significant rate.
What many low-income taxpayers do not realize is that there are
free alternatives to paid return preparers.149 The IRS provides
assistance to taxpayers who meet its income thresholds through its
walk-in Taxpayer Assistance Centers (TACs) and the training and the
partnerships it forms with community organizations through the
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Program ("VITA") and the Tax
150
Counseling for the Elderly ("TCE") Program.
In 2001, 4.3 million taxpayers received help from IRS TACs, and
fewer than 1 million received assistance from volunteer sites.' 5 ' In
recent years, the IRS has closed TACs to reduce staffing, and has
instead encouraged taxpayers to use volunteer tax preparation sites,
which are staffed by volunteers rather than IRS employees. As a
result, the number of visits to IRS walk-in sites fell to 3.5 million in
2004 and 3.4 million in 2005. The number of visits to volunteer sites
increased from 1.6 million in 2004 to over 2 million in 2005.15 One
4

1 See generally U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, GAO/GGD-98-150, EARNED INCOME
CREDIT: IRS' TAX YEAR 1994 COMPLIANCE STUDY AND RECENT EFFORTS To REDUCE
'

NONCOMPLIANCE
(1998), available at http://www.gao.gov/archive/1998/gg98150.pdf.
148 I.R.C. § 6695 (codifying Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997, Pub. L. No. 105-34, §
1085(a)(2), IlI Stat. 788, 956 (1997)); O'Connor, supra note 91, at 242 ("In response to the
compliance problems noted in the 1994 compliance study that were linked to tax preparers,
Congress
amended section 6695 to add 'due diligence' requirements for EITC returns.").
' 49 U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, supra note 2, at 1.
10Id.
151U.S. GoV'T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-05-707T, IRS MODERNIZATION:
CONTINUED PROGRESS REQUIRES ADDRESSING RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES 7
(2005), available at http://www.gao.gov/new.items/dO5707t.pdf.
152Id. Shifting preparation to volunteer sites allowed IRS sites to focus on work that could
not be done elsewhere, including account services and compliance work. Id at 8.
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result from the reduction of TACs is that EITC recipients have fewer
53
free resources for return preparation assistance available to them.'
Although the IRS has increased its budget request in 2008 for support
of VITA programs, the NTA has expressed deep concern over the
54
closing of IRS TACs.1

There are almost 12,000 volunteer tax preparation sites. 155 The IRS
has worked to improve training and the quality of returns prepared at
volunteer sites each year. 156 In addition, the volunteers provide an
essential free service.
The assistance given at IRS assistance sites is not perfect, nor is it
sufficient to meet all of the taxpayers' needs. In an early audit,
assistance sites made errors on nineteen of the twenty-three returns

prepared during twenty-nine anonymous visits to the

sites.

57

A

follow up audit found that the IRS had made many improvements,
properly completing quality review, properly prescreening taxpayers,
and providing taxpayers with return copies in the majority of the
cases audited.158 The follow up audit concluded that there remained
room for improvement.15 9 However, improving quality only at free
sites is not enough; there must be adequate oversight to ensure that all
tax preparers provide quality tax preparation.
Similarly, a 2008 TIGTA study that conducted visits to paid return
preparers demonstrated a high error rate among unenrolled
preparers.160 Auditors visited twenty-eight unenrolled return
preparers-as defined in Circular 230 as preparers who were not
lawyers, certified public accountants, enrolled agents, or enrolled
actuaries-and requested preparation of a return based on a common
53

1 See INAT'L TAXPAYER ADVOCATE, I.R.S., 2007 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS,

supra note 92, at 167-70.
154Seid. at 162-73. See generally NAT'L TAXPAYER ADVOCATE, I.R.S., 2004 ANNUAL
REPORT TO CONGRESS (2004).
'55U.S. GOV'T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-09-146, IRS's 2008 FILING SEASON
GENERALLY
SUCCESSFUL DESPITE CHALLENGES, ALTHOUGH IRS COULD EXPAND
ENFORCEMENT DURING RETURNS PROCESSING 7 (2008), available at http://www.gao.gov-

new.iterns/d09146.pdf.
156U.S. GOV'T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-07-27, MOST FILING SEASON SERVICES
CONTINUE TO IMPROVE, BUT OPPORTUNITIES EXIST FOR ADDITIONAL SAVINGS 7-9 (2006),
available at http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d0727.pdf.
157 TREASURY INSPECTOR GEN. FOR TAX ADMIN., supra note 64, at 3.
1581d. at 4. Seventy-nine percent, or thirty-seven of the forty-seven returns tested, were
properly prepared during the audit, but it was not possible to tell whether seven of the remaining
ten returns were properly prepared because the preparers had not asked adequate questions to
determine eligibility for certain credits or deductions. Id.at 4-5.
159Id at 5.
160 TREASURY INSPECTOR GEN FOR TAX ADMIN., DEP'T OF TREASURY, MOST TAX
RETURNS PREPARED BY A LIMITED SAMPLE OF UNENROLLED PREPARERS CONTAINED

SIGNIFICANT ERRORS 5 (2008),
2008reportsf20084017 Ifr.pdf.

available at

http://www.treas.gov/tigta/auditreports/
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scenario.'16 ' Twelve of the preparers were at commercial chains
and sixteen were independent preparers.16 2 In seventeen of the
63
twenty-eight cases, the returns that were prepared were incorrect.'
Only eleven of the returns were accurately prepared.'64 This further
demonstrates the need for additional training and oversight of
unenrolled preparers.
Moreover, increasing preparer training for return preparers
who serve low-income taxpayers could reduce the incidence of
unintentional noncompliance among EITC recipients. This, in turn,
could reduce the resources needed to pursue the unintended EITC
noncompliance, so that the intended noncompliance could be the
focus of compliance efforts. At a minimum, all return preparers
should be required to meet the IRS certification standards for
volunteer tax preparers. This would ensure that all return preparers
are at least familiar with the current year's tax law changes and forms
and the qualification requirements for credits and deductions that are
most relevant to low-income taxpayers.
B. Cost of Return Preparation
1. In General
The cost of professional return preparation services is significant,
particularly among low-income taxpayers, both on an individual and a
systemic basis. When an EITC recipient uses a paid tax return
preparer, a portion of the credit is effectively used to pay for the
prearaionserice.165 PoesrAnne Alstott has observed that
"[tlhe cost of return preparation. ...is properly viewed as a hidden
administrative cost of the EITC program."166 In 2001, over half of the
EITC claimants used paid preparers,' 67 and in 1999 return preparers
and banks received about $1.75 billion for tax preparation, loan fees,
and other costs associated with receiving the tax benefits.16 8 The cost
61

1 Id
162Id.
6

1 3 Id

at 2-4.
at 2.

at 5.

Id
1 See Anne L. Aistott, The EarnedIncome Tax Credit and the Limitations of Tax-Based
Welfare Reform, 108 HARV. L. REV. 533, 590 (1995).
164

65

166Id
167SeBook, Preventing the Hybrid, supra note 36, at 1115 (citing IRS, EARNED INCOME
TAx CREDIr (EITC) PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS AND PROGRAM MANAGEMENT FY 2002-FY
2003 4 (2003)).
168 SeLipmnan, supra note 39, at 470 (citing BERUBE ET AL., CTR. ON URBAN & METRO.
POLICY, THE BROOKINGS INST. & THE PROGRESSIVE POLICY INST., Tim PRICE OF PAYING
TAxES: How TAR PREPARATION AND REFuND LOAN FEES ERODE THE BENEFITS OF THE EITC
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of paid preparers and ancillary services, including electronic filing
69
and RALs, amount to about 20 percent of the EITC benefits paid.1
The cost of return preparation and electronic filing services can be
quite significant, averaging well over $150 per taxpayer. 7 0 These are
the most profitable and fastest growing segments of the tax
preparation industry. Most return preparers and EROS charge the
taxpayer a separate fee for return preparation and electronic return
filing. In 2000, EITC recipients paid approximately $1.75 billion of
their credit for tax preparation services, electronic filing, RAL, and

other related services. 171

EITC recipients are much more likely to use paid preparers and
RALs than are other refund recipients. 72Some refund recipients may
view their refund as money they did not have in the first place.' 73 This
outlook may result in the view that the cost of tax preparation is not a
cost, but rather a means to an end. Many EITC recipients believe that
they need professional tax help to maximize their refund, making the
investment worthwhile because whatever refund they receive is
greater than what they had before they went to the preparer. That is,
some "taxpayers view refunds as money they are gaining, rather than
something they already had, [thus] they [are] less concerned about
losing some of that money to fee payments and high interest rates., 7
Regardless of whether EITC recipients view the cost of return
preparation as a cost to them, or a cost to obtain something that they
otherwise did not have, the amount that return preparation diverts

12 (2002)). These are costs that the taxpayer would not have borne had the taxpayer prepared
his or her own return or sought assistance from a free resource like an IRS TAG site or the
VITA program. Opening VITA sites year round and expanding the services that they provide
has been advocated. Lipman, supra note 39, at 469, 493-97. However, there is no funding for
such an endeavor.
169Book, Preventing the Hybrid, supra note 36, at 1118. See generally BERUBE ET AL.,
supra note 70, at 17 (concluding that "[t]he high cost of tax preparation services and related
products significantly blunts the effectiveness of the EITC").
170
NAT'L CONSUMER LAW CTR. ET AL., REGARDING ADVANCE NOTICE OF
PROPOSED RULEMAKING: GUIDANCE REGARDING MARKETING OF REFUND ANTICIPATION
LOANS (RALS) AND CERTAIN OTHER PRODUCTS IN CONNECTION WITH THE PREPARATION OF

A TAX RETURN 8-9 (2008), available at http://www.consumerfed.org/pdfs/NCLC-CFAConsumer-GroupsComment-on_-IRS_-RAL_-Rulemaking.pdf.
'71

Barr, supra note 77, at 170 (citing

ALAN BERUBE ET AL., BROOKINGS INST. &

PROGRESSIVE POLICY INST., THE PRICE OF PAYING TAxES: How TAx PREPARATION AND
REFUND LOAN FEES ERODE THE BENEFITS OF THE EITC 13 (2002)). In 2002, a survey
conducted in Washington, D.C., indicated that low income taxpayers paid an average of $100
for just the preparation and electronic filing of their federal and state income tax returns. Id at
169 (citing BERUBE, supra, at 5).
172Id. at 170 (reporting on 1999 statistics).
17Book, Preventingthe Hybrid, supra note 36, at 1119 (citing Chris O'Malley, Loans for
Tax Refunds Can Be Quite Costly, INDIANAPOLIS STAR, Mar. 14, 2004, at ID).
174Id at 1120.
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from low-income taxpayers imposes a significant systemic cost. In
addition, EITC recipients may perceive that the RAL will decrease
the time it will take to receive the tax refund, particularly if the
taxpayer is unbanked or would not otherwise have the ability to
complete the return. 175 Regardless, these services have costs that
result in many families receiving far less of a poverty reducing credit
than Congress intended.
These services are discussed in the next section.
2. Ancillary Services
Tax preparation fees are only one aspect of the costs imposed on
low-income tax payers who seek assistance from paid return
preparers. A large portion of these firms' revenues and, therefore,
profits come from the ancillary services that they offer. Among the
ancillary services that many tax return preparation firms offer to their
clients are electronic filing, RALs, RA~s, check cashing for the
unbanked, and other financial services.
Generally, a return preparer charges a separate fee for each
additional product or service that is provided to a taxpayer. The
National Consumer Law Center estimated that the number of
taxpayers receiving RALs increased from. 10.8 million in 2000 to 12.1
million in 2001.17
Of the little regulation of return preparers that exists, much o f it
relates to electronic filing. The IRS regulates electronic filing through
7
its ability to authorize EROS.1
One of the most significant ancillary services that paid return
preparers offer is electronic filing. Congress has directed the IRS to
attempt to achieve an electronic filing rate of 80 percent.1 78 However,
the IRS does not have its own system through which individual
taxpayers can file their returns. Since electronic filing began as part of
a pilot program in 1985 involving a partnership between H&R Block
7
1 5 Id at 168. As many as 22 percent Or 8.4 million families earning less than $25,000, who
also
eligible for the EITC, do not have a savings or checking account; many others are
are
"under-banked," relying on high cost financial services from alternative financial service
providers. Id. at 130-3 1; see also Michael S. Barr, An Inclusive, Progressive National Savings
and FinancialServices Policy, 1 HARV. L. & POL'Y REv. 161, 163 (2007); Lipman, supra note
39, at 473.
176
U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, supra note 2, at 9-10 (citing NAT'L CONSUMER LAW
CTR. & CONSUMER FED'N OF Am., THE HIGH COST OF QUICK TAX MONEY: TAX PREPARATION,
'INSTANT REFUND' LOANS, AND CHECK CASHING FEES TARGET THE WORKING POOR (2003),
availableat http://www.consumerfed.org/pdfs/2003-ral-report.pdf).
177I.R.S., U.S. DEP'T OF TREASURY, PIJBL'N No. 1345, HANDBOOK FOR AUTHORIZED
E-FILE7PROVIDERS OF INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURNS (Nov. 2004).
1 8See supranote 65 and accompanying text.
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and the IRS,'179 electronic filing has grown to millions of returns filed
each year on behalf of individuals by many EROS. '
Through its regulatory power, the IRS requires that EROS comply
with certain disclosure requirements relating to RALs. The ERO
completing a return cannot be the lender and must disclose the
following information relating to the RAL: there is a lender, the RAL
is an interest bearing loan, the RAL is not a faster way to receive a
refund, and the taxpayer or borrower may be liable for additional
interest if the lender does not receive the refund in the estimated
period.'
The IRS requires that all preparers providing RALs disclose to
taxpayers that RALs are interest bearing loans, that they are not
substitutes for a refund, and that they are not a faster way of receiving
a refuind.182 However, recent studies indicate that many RAL
providers, who are usually also EROS, do not always disclose the fees
associated with the receipt of a RAL or the alternatives available to a
taxpayer.' 83 And paid return preparers do not always clearly disclose
all available options to taxpayers.184 Because of lower financial
literacy and the volume of paperwork, some have suggested that
many taxpayers do not understand the total cost of the services or that
they are receiving a loan.'88' There is little other oversight of RALs.16
Most RALs take at least two days to process, so the taxpayer is
receiving money only a few days faster than the taxpayer would have
had he or she waited for the refund.187 During the 2006 filing season,
after the taxpayer's tax return was inputted to the Customer Account
Data Engine ("CADE"), refund checks and direct deposits were
issued within four to six business days.188 In 2006, direct deposit
79

1

Wojciech Kopczuk & Cristian Pop-Eleches, Electronic Filing,

Tax Preparers and

Participationin the EarnedIncome Tax Credit, 91 J. PUB. ECON. 1351, 1366 (2007).
'80 U.S GOV'T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, supra note 156, at 7 (stating that over 100
million individual returns were filed and most of those were filed electronically).
181 e I.R.S., U.S. DEP'T OF TREASURY, PUBL'N No. 1345, HANDBOOK FOR AUTHORIZED
E-FILE PROVIDERS OF INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURNS 44 (Nov. 2004).
182Id.
'1' U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, supra note 2, at 10 (discussing an investigation
conducted in New York City relating to the practices of paid preparers). Information that was
not provided included the costs associated with the loan or the risks associated with a denial of
the return, and the availability of c-file as an alternative that would provide a fast refund. See id.
184
TREASURY INSPECTOR GEN. FOR TAX ADMIN., supra note 11, at 11.
185Lipman, supra note 39, at 473.
186See, e.g., CHI CH-I WU ET AL., CONSUMER FED'N OF Am. & NAT'L CONSUMER LAW
CmR., TAX PREPARERS PEDDLE HIGH PRICED TAX REFUND LOANS: MILLIONS SKIMMED FROM
THE WORKING POOR AND THE U.S. TREASURY 17 (2002); Lipman, supra note 39, at 488.
187TREASURY INSPECTOR GEN. FOR TAX ADMIN., supra note 11, at 7-8.
188U.S. GOV'T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-06-615T, INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE:
ASSESSMENT OF THE INTERIM RESULTS OF THE 2006 FILING SEASON AND FISCAL YEAR 2007
BUDGET REQUEST 6 (2006), available at http://wNw.gao.gov/new.items/d06615t.pdf.
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refunds were issued one to five business days faster with CADE than
under the legacy system, and paper refund checks were issued four to
eight business days faster.'189 This speeding of returns may reduce the
need for taxpayers to use RALs.'19 0
RALs are generally structured to avoid usury laws, which would
limit the interest rates that the lenders could charge for the short term
loan.' 9 ' The annual percentage rate is often extraordinarily high on
92
RALs, which are very short term loans that usually have little risk.'1
In March 2008, the TIGTA conducted a survey relating to the
2007 tax year that indicated some taxpayer confusion about the
TIGTA contacted a
availability of taxpayer services. 13Ithsurvey,
sample of taxpayers who had received RALs.' 9 4 These taxpayers
indicated that they generally understood that the RALs were loans;
many had taken the loans to pay bills or to otherwise receive the
money more quickly. 95 However, 79 percent of the taxpayers who
participated in the survey did not know that they were eligible for free
tax preparation services.' 96 The respondents indicated that they would
be less likely to choose a RAL if they would receive their refund
97
within a week.1

Despite the cost to taxpayers, the frequency with which these loans
reduced the EITC, and questions about how much more quickly
RALs put money into the taxpayer's hands, the IRS has helped RALs
develop by reducing the risk to the lenders. Lenders who make these
loans have a lower risk than might otherwise be anticipated, because,
prior to making the loan, the IRS indicates whether the taxpayer has
98
outstanding debts which could cause the IRS to offset the refund.1
189U.S.

Gov'T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, supra note 156, at 18.

191Lipman, supra note 39, at 488. Preparers often do this by partnering with banks
chartered in states without usury caps. Id
192Barr, supra note 77, at 169 (estimating the annual percentage rate on RALs to ordinarily
be between 150 and 300 percent depending on when the refund is issued and, thus, when the
loan is repaid).
93
1 See TREASURY INSPECTOR GEN. FOR TAx ADMIN., DEP'T OF THE TREASURY, INTERIM
RESULTS OF THE 2008 FILING SEASON (2008), available at http://www.ustreas.gov/tigtal
auditreports/2008reports/2008401I00f.pdf.
194Id. at 10.
195
Id Taxpayer knowledge that RALs are loans, but wanting quick access to their refund
proceeds, is consistent with responses received from taxpayers in response to an Advance
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking issued by Treasury that would limit the ability of tax preparers
to share information with lenders for the purpose of facilitating RALs. Guidance Regarding
Marketing of Refund Anticipation Loans (RA-Ls) and Certain Other Products in Connection
With the Preparation of a Tax Return, 73 Fed. Reg. 1,131 (Jan. 7, 2008) (to be codified at 26
C.F.R. pt. 301).
196
TREASURY INSPECTOR GEN. FOR TAX ADMIN., supranote 193.
97
1 Id.
19 8Jamses M. Stearns, Shaheen Boma & Gwendolen B. White, The Ethics of Refund
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To reduce fraud and other problems associated with RALs, in 1995,
99
the IRS stopped providing lenders with debt indicator information.
However, in response to congressional mandates to increase the rates
of electronic filing, the IRS began providing that information again in
1999.*200 At the same time that the IRS resumed providing potential
offset information to RAL lenders, the Service also began delaying
payment of EITC refunds to reduce fraud and increase error
detection .20 1 The provision of information on offsets to return
preparers, which lowers the risks to RAL providers, may increase
both the demand for and availability of RALs to EITC recipients. 0
Thus, the IRS may be unintentionally fuelling both the supply and the
demand for a product that reduces the amount of the EITC that makes
it into the hands of the intended beneficiary.
For those EITC recipients who do not possess bank accounts and
receive a RAL after having their return prepared-approximately 22
percent of all recipients-an additional fee of approximately $30 to
$67, or more, is incurred to cash the check. 0 This further reduces the
amount of EITC that reaches the intended beneficiaries' hands.
RALs are very profitable to their providers. Because of the IRS's
information sharing, lenders have little risk. Availability could be
reduced, and the cost to lenders increased, by reducing the access to
IRS debt indicator information.
The desirability of RALs for taxpayers could also be reduced by
increasing taxpayer knowledge about the speed of electronic refunds
and making EITC refunds more efficient. One mechanism that would
make receiving EITC refunds more efficient would be to make the
refunds available through debit cards like other government benefits,
such as food stamps and social security payments. Adoption of one or
more of these approaches could also decrease the likelihood of
brokered noncompliance.

Anticipation Loan Consumer Information: An Exploratory Study, 111 Bus. & Soc'y REV. 175,
176 (2006). For a time, the IRS stopped providing this information. However, it returned to
providing this information to fuarther its electronic filing initiatives. This is discussed further
infra at note 200 and accompanying text.
199Steamns et al., supra note 198, at 176.
200Se Announcement of Opportunity to Obtain a Debt Indicator in a Pilot Program for
Tax Year 1999 Form 1040 IRS c-file and On-Line Returns, 64 Fed. Reg. 67,621 (Dec. 2, 1999);
Barr, supra note 77, at 173.
201 Barr, supra note 77, at 173.
20l2Jd.
2

03 Id. at

169-70.
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Ill. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE IRS, RETURN PREPARERS, ANT)
Low-INCOME TAXPAYERS
Some have likened the relationship between the IRS, return
preparers, and low-income taxpayers to a partnership. 0 The problem
with this analogy is that these "partners" do not share the risk in the
same ways that partners traditionally share risk. At the end of the day,
most, if not all, of the downside risk is borne by the taxpayer. 0
Congress has pushed the IRS to increase the number of returns that
are filed electronically, because processing electronic returns is more
accurate and cost effective for the government. 0 However, filing
electronically, especially using a paid preparer, adds to the taxpayers'
costs. 2 07

Moreover, while Congress can set targets for levels of

electronic filing by individual taxpayers, the IRS cannot require that
2 08
individuals file electronically.
Although electronic returns lower the cost per return to the IRS
and increase the accuracy of information collected, many taxpayers
reasonably believe that they should not have to pay to file a tax return
that they are legally required to file. Electronic filing is done using
third-party software. The IRS has resisted calls to create its own
electronic filing system, out of fear that it would be wrongfully
competing with private-sector businesses . 209 As a result-so that at
least low-income taxpayers can file electronically without cost-the
IRS has entered into agreements with various e-file services to allow
certain taxpayers to file their returns at no charge . 2 10 The terms and
conditions have varied, as have the members of this "Free-File

Alliance.

21 1

Tensions between the noncompetition and corporate

profit motives continue to exist. Even in defending the "Free-File
Alliance" from the suggestion that the IRS should develop its own
network, the IRS's spokesperson in 2006 said: "Two principles
204Book,

Preventing the Hybrid, supra note 36, at 1137-38.
e.g., id at 1138.
206Sesupra note 65 and accompanying text.
2 07
Forman, Simplification, supra note 47, at 171 ("[T]axpayers generally will have to pay
to have returns prepared and electronically transmitted to the IRS, and taxpayers will have to
pay even more if they want refund anticipation loans. Thus, while electronic filing may be less
expensive for the IRS, it can be more expensive for taxpayers, and especially for low-income
taxpayers." (footnotes omnitted)); George Guttman, Improper Refunds Sapping Billions; IRS,
Treasury, Hill Seek Answers, 65 TAX NOTES 19, 20 (1994); William J. Tumnier, Electronic
Filing: A Very Dubious Success, 59 TAX NOTES 569 (1993).
208I.R.C. § 6011(e) (West Supp. 2008).
209
Forman, Simplification, supra note 47, at 177 (discussing the impact of Office of
Management and Budget Circular A-17 promulgated during the Reagan Admninistration on IRS
efforts210to assist low-income taxpayers with return preparation and electronic filing).
See supra notes 65--69 and accompanying text.
205 See,

211Id.
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guided [the initial agreement's] development: no one should be forced
to pay extra to file his or her return and the IRS should not get into

the software business.

212

In addition, tax services that participate in the Free-File Alliance
may offer ancillary services to taxpayers who use the free file
services. Because taxpayers may not discover the ancillary fee-based
services until after inputting their information, the Free-File Alliance
system may actually create a captive audience for some services,
without an opportunity for the consumer to price shop. Among the
products return preparers often offer to taxpayers, some of the most
prevalent are RALs.21 However, the Free File Agreement as amended
in 2006 added a number of requirements relating to RALs. 1 The
amended agreement requires that Alliance members limit their RAL
offerings and that they disclose information regarding costs and other
methods of receiving faster refunds .2 15 These disclosures are often
given to the taxpayer as part of all of the paperwork and may be hard
for less sophisticated taxpayers to understand without explanation.
In addition to not providing free electronic filing to some
taxpayers, the "Free-File Alliance" has had some challenges. Using
private filing systems, which are sponsored by paid preparers and
generally do not give access to all of the companies' products and
services, provides the companies with opportunities to actively make
RALs and other premium and ancillary services.2 1 A taxpayer may
not know whether they have selected a provider who will allow the
taxpayer free preparation until completing the return. 1 The taxpayer
then has two choices: first, she may either go back to the beginning
and try again with another provider, forgoing all of the time she has
already put into preparation, or, second, she may pay a fee, defeating
the notion that one should not have to pay to file a return.21
Creation of a direct e-file system and more free filing assistance
than is currently available would likely reduce the cost to low-income

212Preparingyour Taxes: How Costly Is It? Hearing Before the Committee on Finance,
109th Cong. 96 (2006) (statement of Bert DuMars, Director of the IRS Office of Electronic Tax
Administration for the IRS), available at http://fmance.senate.gov/hearings/33963.pdf.
213 TREASURJY INSPECTOR GEN. FOR TAX ADMIN., supra note 64, at 15.
214Id The changes to the Free File program and the elimination of the TeleFile program
resulted in a reduction in electronic filing in 2006. U.S. GoVT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, supra
note 191, at 12.
215 U.S. GoVT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, supra note 188, at 12.
216William M. VanDenburgh & Philip J. Hannelink, The IRS's Lack of Support for
Direct,
Free E-Filing, 112 TAx NOTES 171, 175 (2006).
217

Id.

218Id.

The second possibility also raises numerous data security concerns that would not he
present if the IRS maintained its own c-file system. Id
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taxpayers. 1 Such a network would not only reduce costs, but could
also reduce incentives for brokered noncompliance.
As noted above, RALs are one of the most profitable products
offered by the tax return preparation industry. 2 Moreover, in recent
years much of the expansion that has occurred in the tax return
preparation industry has taken place in neighborhoods that have a
high incidence of EITC receip 2 1-making RALs much more readily
available to taxpayers who can least afford the extra fees. Often
low-income taxpayers may be using RALs to pay fees for return
preparation because they do not otherwise have the available cash
until the refuind is received. Although the IRS now allows taxpayers
to split tax refunds-permitting direct deposit of refund proceeds into
multiple accounts-paid preparers do not yet compete by allowing
customers to pay by directing a portion of their return into the
preparer's account.2 2 Thus, EITCs received with refuinds are being
transferred away from low-income taxpayers to return preparers.
Finding ways to improve the services available to EITC recipients at
no cost could reduce the transfer and increase the refuind available to
help taxpayers out of poverty. Moreover, it would reduce incentives
that may exist for brokered noncompliance.
Fees associated with frequent use of alternative financial services
decreases the benefits of the EITC.22 Improving access to traditional
banking services would reduce costs and allow EITC claimants more
options in how they receive their refunds.2 2 Increasing access to
traditional banking channels, ATMs, and merchant POS terminals
would have general social benefits as well as individual benefits to
the recipients. 2
Recommendations to improve the administration of the EITC and
reduce recipients' reliance on RALs include ensuring that recipients
have bank accounts to permit direct deposit of refuinds, speeding
EITC refunds, improving IRS oversight of e-file preparers, allowing
the use of split refunds to pay return preparers, and expanding free
preparation and e-file services, along with continuing efforts to
reduce fraud and error in EITC claims. 2 Many of these
See, e.g., U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, supra note 2.
Kopczuik & Pop-Eleches, supra note 179, at 1366.
221 Id (citing BERUBE ET AL., CTR. ON URBAN & METRO. POLICY, THE BROOKINGS INST.
219
22

0

& THE PROGRESSIVE POLICY INST., THE PRICE OF PAYING TAXES: How TAX PREPARATION
AND REFuND LOAN FEES ERODE THE BENEFITS OF THE EITC (2002)).
2
2Barr, supranote 175, at 178.
223M.

at 164.

supranote 78, at 129.
2251d. at 128.
6
22 Barr, supranote 175, at 166-7; Barr, supra note 78, at 175-76.
224 Barr,
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recommendations require the involvement of outside constituencies.
An expansion of the Electronic Transfer Account program that the
Treasury Department has started in conjunction with retail banks
would further many of these recommendations; this could be done as
part of or parallel to the program that currently allows social security
227
and other benefits to be paid electronically through direct deposit) .

One commentator has recommended a program under which an
electronic account would automatically be created for EITC recipients
into which tax refunds would be direct deposited, unless the taxpayer

opted

out.228

Such a system could reduce the need for RALs if

coupled with the use of refund splitting to pay paid preparers, 2
because the taxpayer would benefit from the faster payment of direct
deposit refunds and the paid preparer would not need to be insecure
about his receipt of payment. However, this program would not
address the problem of undertrained, under-regulated return preparers.
Return preparers-particularly those offering return preparation
services as well as the sale of other financial services-would still
have an incentive to encourage the use of RALs. Unfortunately,
significant resistance to many of these recommendations is likely
because so many EITC recipients use part of their refunds to pay the
fees for tax preparation, e-filing, and RALs, and it would reduce
private firm profits.2 3
Beyond the problem of RALs alone, data supports a concern
that many commercial preparers tend to be involved in EITC
overclaims. 2 31 In addition, the type of error seems to vary by the type
of preparer, i.e., CPA, lawyer, enrolled agent, or unenrolled
preparer. 3 Preparers who offer unrelated goods and services to the
taxpayer in connection with the preparation of the tax return,
including used car dealers, travel agents, and others, have an incentive
to overstate the refund due because of the direct or indirect
227Barr, supra note 175, at 166. These accounts can reduce the risk of overdraft if the
account holder is not permitted to write checks, but rather must use electronic withdrawals
through ATMs. Id. However, unless there is a broad network of ATMs, ATM fees may cut into
recipients' savings. Electronic accounts would potentially reduce EITC recipients' need to rely
on check-cashing services and RALs. Id. at 167. Electronic accounts could also make receipt of
a refund more secure in high crime neighborhoods where government checks may put recipients
at risk of theft or fraud.
228Id at 167.
229 Id
230
Lipman, supra note 39, at 472-73 (discussing the profitability of RALs for return
preparers).
231
NAT'L TAxPAYER ADVOCATE, 2003 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS, supra note 117,
at 270: see also Book, Preventing the Hybrid. supra note 36. at 1117 (indicating that there are
incentives to overstate funds).
232
NAT'L TAxPAYER ADVOCATE, 2003 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS, supra note 117,
at v-vi, 270-71.
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dependency of their profits on the refunds that are generated. 3
Professor Book notes that there is insufficient data to determine
conclusively that the differences in error rates are based on the type of
preparer, but identifies several possible variables: preparer skill,
preparer scruple, and characteristics of clients choosing a particular

preparer type. 234

A number of proposals have been put forward that would provide
additional oversight of paid preparers. The NTA, Low Income
Taxpayer Clinics, and the National Consumer Law Center have all
strongly advocated that the widespread availability of RALs, coupled
with the significant lack of oversight of paid preparers, creates an
untenable situation for low-income taxpayers, creating a situation in
which unscrupulous preparers have an opportunity to take advantage
of the poor with little risk.
One proposal was the Low Income Taxpayer Protection Act of
2003 .235 This Act would have required paid preparers and RAL
providers to be licensed and registered. 3 The NTA included a similar
recommendation in her 2002 Annual Report to Congress. 2 37 However,
her recommendations went further. 3 The NIA recommendations
would require paid preparers to pass a certification exam and comply
with annual training requirements. 3 Currently, some states have
testing, licensing, or regulation requirements for return preparers. 4
These models should certainly be considered.2 4
Suggestions to register, regulate, license, and subject paid
preparers to education requirements and discipline are not without
critics. A GAO survey stated that a representative of the National
Society of Accountants said "it would be an arduous task for IRS to
create a system to license hundreds of thousands of people and then
set up the mechanisms to discipline them. 2 2 The same study noted
that a low-income tax clinic was concerned that such measures would
reduce the number of paid preparers and increase the cost of tax

233Book, Preventing the Hybrid, supra note 36, at 1117 ("For these preparers, unlike for
the CPAs, attorneys, or enrolled preparers, there is no benchmark to evaluate competency.").

234Id.

at 1118.

685, 108th Cong. (2003). A similar bill was presented in Congress in 2001. Low
Income Taxpayer Protection Act of 200 1, S. 802, 107th Cong. (200 1).
235S.~

236Id.
237

NAT'L TAXPAYER ADVOCATE, 2002 ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS, supra note 62, at

217-i18.
238Id.
239Id.
2
40Supra notes 139-40 and accompanying text; see also
241See, e.g., Book, supra note 8, at 101-10.
242U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, supra note 2, at 22.

Book, supra note 8, at 101-10.
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The former Director of the
preparation for low-income taxpayers.
Office of Professional Responsibility, Cono Namorato, stated that, to
administer a system of registration, certification, and continuing
education, administrative resources of that office would have to be
significantly expanded ."
The GAO study noted that a number of other agencies, including
state and local governments, professional organizations, and the
Federal Trade Commission also have a responsibility to prevent fraud
and abuse committed by paid tax return preparers .24 ' However, the
GAO has been unable to develop reliable data regarding the types and
relative occurrences of problematic preparer behaviors, which
frustrates efforts to properly evaluate proposals for change.24
Return preparers in particular need additional oversight, training,
and regulation to ensure that they are not contributing to the problem
of EITC overclaims. Oversight, training, and regulation would help
ensure that taxpayers are not being harmed by return preparers'
actions. But, as noted, such oversight, training, and regulations have a
cost and that cost could be passed on to taxpayers, which could
increase the cost of tax return preparation and reduce the number of
return preparers. On balance, because taxpayers bear the brunt of
errors made by preparers, such marginal changes in cost and
availability are likely justified. Additionally, because training
materials are already prepared for and made available to the VITA
and TCE programs, such training and testing could be provided at low
or marginal cost to unenrolled preparers for purposes of testing and
licensing. However, if such materials are used for professional
preparers, the cost of preparing the materials should be shared by the
professionals, not borne entirely by the IRS.
Another recommendation would require that paid preparers submit
the information that they gather while completing the required EITC
checklist. Professor Book argues that if that information was
submitted to the IRS, the IRS records would be more complete, which
should reduce the error rate more than is possible by review of the
checklists during a handful of relatively infrequent preparer audits.2 4
Such reporting might have the additional benefits of reducing errors
243

Id

2

Stratton, ABA Tax Section Meeting: Namorato Chastises Errant Professionals,
107 TAx NOTES 1087, 1087-88 (2005). The IRS Office of Professional Responsibility is the
office most likely to have oversighst regarding the registration, certification, and supervision of
continuing education of paid preparers, if such individuals were required to be registered with
the IRS.
245U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, supra note 2, at 23.
44Sheryl

4

2 6Id. at 24-25.
247Book, Preventingthe Hybrid, supra note 36, at 1148.
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attributable to preparer incompetence, deterring taxpayer dishonesty
where the preparer is required to sign, and providing better
communication of taxpayer circumstances to the IRS.24
Taxpayers who rely on and expect quality return preparation
should receive what they expect. Although there are costs associated
with additional regulations and training, potential increases in costs
and decreases in the number of preparers would be offset by the
increased value received by taxpayers. As the next part discusses,
increased regulations would positively impact tax administrations.
IV. IMPACT ON TAx ADMiNiSTRATION AND~] THE TAx GAP
EITC noncompliance has long been one of its most serious sources
of criticism. For tax year 1997, the IRS estimated that approximately
$9.3 billion in EITC claims were invalid, but expected that only about
$1.5 billion, or 16 percent, of the overpayment amount would ever be
recovered through compliance and enforcement efforts.24
Considering the program in the context of overall tax
noncompliance, EITC noncompliance is not as high as it appears
when viewed in isolation. EITC noncompliance is a relatively small
part of the total tax gap. Moreover, there are other, much greater types
of noncompliance, and scarce IRS compliance resources get a bigger
return when directed at these other problem areas.2 5
Because the EITC is in some ways a welfare program and in other
251

ways a tax program ,
some commentators suggest that the hybrid
nature of the EITC is a cause of the controversy relating to the

appropriate level of enforcement .
Reviewing Professor Lawrence
Zelenak' s analysis that the EITC is a hybrid between a tax credit and
a welfare program, Professor Book concludes that it is surprising that

248

Id

GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, GAO-02-414, FINANCIAL AUDIT: IRS's FISCAL
YEARS 2001 AND 2000 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 98 (2002), available at http://www.gao.govnew.items/d02414.pdf. Between 1998 and 2002, the IRS claims to have protected over $5
billion from improper EITC payments or recoveries through $716 million in appropriations for
EITC compliance. I.R.S., U.S. Dep't of the Treasury, Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)
Program Effectiveness and Program Management FY 1998 - FY 2002, TAx NOTES TODAY,
Feb. 28,2002, at $ 1-3.
2501Book, Preventing the Hybrid, supra note 36, at 1124.
251 Id at 112 5; Zelenak, supra note 20. Some have advocated that the entire EITC could be
removed from the tax system and administered by a separate agency, which would increase
costs, but allow monthly payments and potentially decrease noncompliance. Philip J. Harmelink
et al., The Challenge of the EITC, 100 TAX NOTES 955 (2003).
252
Zelenak, supra note 20, at 1867; see also Book, Preventing the Hybrid, supra note 36,
at 1125-29.
249U.S.
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EITC claimants are not required to prove eligibility in the same
manner as are the recipients of other benefits. 5
The debate surrounding government efforts to reduce EITC
noncompliance has suffered from a failure to appreciate the EITC's
hybrid nature. Critics of the IRS lament that the EITC compliance
efforts are unfair compared to other parts of the tax code, while the
IRS emphasizes the EITC claimants' relatively light burdens
compared with recipients in other benefit programs. 5
Professor Book notes two significant differences between a
traditional welfare program and a tax credit: the presence of
discretion in welfare programs and the presence of paid preparers in
the tax system.2 5 In determining eligibility, availability, and amount
of the EITC, the IRS does not have discretion.2 5
Increased use of advance payments would solve some of the
problems associated with a large lump sum refund at the end of the
year, including providing needed money on an ongoing basis.
However, advance EITC payments themselves have been a significant
compliance problem.2 5 Moreover, the GAO has concluded that it is
unlikely that the advance EITC participation will increase
significantly because of EITC recipients' preferences and turnover in
258
participation.
Because these services are so profitable, there are proposals that
would shift many of the compliance costs associated with the EITC to
the paid tax return preparers .25 9 Although such proposals have merit,
they do not go far enough. The direct financial burden on EITC
recipients would be reduced and transferred from the tax system to
paid return preparers. However, this proposal would not improve the
quality of training received by paid tax return preparers, decrease the
incentives that paid return preparers have to ensure that their clients
receive large refunds, or prevent indirect costs from being imposed on
taxpayers. Moreover this proposal does not address the incentives that
return preparers have to encourage EITC recipients to purchase
ancillary products and services including RALs. More training must
be required, and, for that, regulation is needed. As part of the
regulations, clear, full disclosure regarding products, services, and
costs must be required.
253Book,

2541d

Preventing the Hybrid, supra note 36, at 1129.

at 1130.

255Id

256

I.R.C. § 32 (West Supp. 2008); Book, Preventing the Hybrid, supra note 36, at 1109.
See supra notes 107-08 and accompanying text.
258U.S. Gov'T AcCOUNTABULTY OFFICE, supra note 73, at 13-15.
259Book, Preventing the Hybrid, supra note 36.
257
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Providing more resources for free filing assistance, speeding
refunds, and increasing education about the speed with which refunds
are issued would help reduce low-income taxpayers' reliance on paid
preparers and their opportunities to market products like RALs.
260
TA~s, VITA, and TCE currently serve millions of taxpayers.
Additional free alternatives or increased funding for current resources
would help reduce the amount of the credit that is redirected from the
intended recipients to paid preparers and the financial services
industries. Better volunteer training, materials, support, and oversight
are still needed and would help provide alternatives for low-income
taxpayers.
CONCLUSION

Providing real regulation of paid tax preparers will ensure that all
taxpayers who seek assistance receive quality service. In addition,
regulation will reduce the incentives for the brokered noncompliance
that causes erroneous EITC claims. Licensing or regulating preparers
could reduce any current incentives for preparers to participate in
EITC noncompliance by raising the stakes to the preparers, putting
their livelihood on the line in the same way that it is for enrolled
preparers now. Increased regulation of currently unregulated tax
preparers would benefit taxpayers who currently rely on these
preparers and do not realize that many are not lawyers or CPAs.
Taxpayers should have real opportunities for free e-file of personal
income tax returns, rather than limited opportunities for no-cost filing
through the Free-File Alliance-which allows preparation services to
tack on other services for a fee.1 6 '1Taxpayers should be permitted to
deal directly with the government in filing their taxes, and should be
able to do so in the manner that will allow them to obtain the fastest
return, without paying a fee to a third party. Because taxpayers may
not be alerted that they will not qualify for free file until after they
have completed the return, the current program presents enormous
concerns. Therefore, the IRS should not be barred from having its
own direct e-file system.
Providing better training to return preparers and more options to
low income taxpayers who need help preparing their returns could
reduce the number of compliance and enforcement dollars needed to
260I.R.S., U.S. DEP'T OF THE TREASURY, FY 2008 BUDGET iNBRIEF 8 (2008), available al
http://www.irs.gov/pub/newsroom/budget-in-brief-2008.pdf. In an effort to increase the number
of clients it can serve, the 2008 budget request for the IRS includes a $5 million increase for
VITA. Id.
261See, e.g., TREASURY INSPECTOR GEN. FOR TAX ADMINISTRATION, supra note 64.
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prevent EITC overclaims. Paid preparers could be in a better position
to educate taxpayers.
In addition, regulation and consideration of the industry could
provide an opportunity to bring low-income taxpayers within the
traditional banking system; this move would provide numerous
benefits to the EITC program, in part by reducing the substantial
transaction costs associated with RALs and other ancillary fees,
including check cashing that many low income taxpayer now incur
when they are outside the traditional banking system. 6 In addition,
improving the free and low-cost services targeted at and available to
low-income wage earners will further reduce the costs these taxpayers
frequently incur.
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See Barr, supra note 175, at 164 (giving examples of some of these possible reductions
in transaction costs).

